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solution to a bad situation.

A year ago I had a problem. Brian, one of my

employees, was missing a lot of work. When he

did show up the work he did was sloppy and

often had to be redone. Finally some of the

other employees reported he was drinking on the

job. It was costing us time and money, and the

situation was potentially dangerous—these aren't

toys we're playing with.

didn't want to just give up on the guy, and I

sure didn't want to have to look for somebody

new to hire, so I called our EAP representative.

They recommended Insight.

Turns out, all it took was some teamwork
between the EAP rep, Insight, our company and
Brian, and we were able to turn a bad .situation
into something positive.

Today, things are back on track, and Brian is one
of our best employees.

Thanks to Insight we didn't lose him.

Helping People Break ̀ J ThE
Of Addiction For 28 Years.

For information call 1-800-441-5092

Alcohol, substance abuse &mental health
programs for individuals and families.

Detoxification •Residential Care •Day Treatment
• Outpatient Services •Halfway House

located throughout Michigan.

Accredited by the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO)

Non-profit Organization
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your program's utilization rate.

~ Drug-Free School, Workplace,
and Community Programs

~ Employee Assistance Programs

~ Mental Health and Wellness Programs

~ Screening &Referral Centers

~ A systematic approach to
communicating your services
to your target population

~A program designed to
increase your penetration
rate, promote self-referrals,
and primary prevention

~ Full-color posters with
thought-provoking captions

~ Imprinting with your program
name and phone number
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Price Per Set (8 Posters) $12.00 $10.00 $9.00

Individual Poster Prices 1-49 Posters 50-Up
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EAPs and Disability Management
Streamlining the disability management function can save organizations
valuable time and money. With their case management and behavioral health
skills, EAPs are in an obvious position to assume such a role.

Lisa Shamie, MSW

DOT-Mandated Alcohol Prevention Programs
for Employers

The Omnibus Transportation Employee Testing Act of 1991 becomes law
January 1. For employees with a positive drug test, mandatory referral to a
Substance Abuse Professional, as defined in the Act, could spell opportunities
for EAPs.

Elaine J. Darling, MS W

A Religious Community MAP: Modifying EAP Services
for New Markets

In 1975, a community of sisters experienced an incident that led it to seek
outside counseling help. The event would lead to the development of a
Member Assistance Program (MAP) over a decade later. The vendor who
helped the sisters' develop the MAP describes this unique program and its
impact.

Robert Carlson, MPA, CEAP, and Julie Cypher Bartlett,
MSEd, NCC

A Stress Management Strategy for U.S. Customs' Workers
With stress, whaYs going on outside is directly influenced by whaYs going on
inside. After self-reporting the five leading causes of stress at work and in
their personal lives, U.S. Customs Service employees were provided the
information they need to overcome stress 24-hours a day.

Charles Milofsky, EdD, Eric Ostrov, JD, PhD, ABPP, and
Melinda Martin, MA, EdS
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You're talking with your clients—answering questions and describing your
services—but they want more information. You scribble names and addresses
on envelopes and put brochures and literature in the mail.

Do they get the information? Do they use it? Maybe.
Some never get it—iYs trashed as junk mail. Maybe you forgot to send it.

Perhaps it went to the wrong office or home.
There is a smarter and more confidential way to get information to clients

and employees, and at the same time free-up staff so that they can deal with
situations that require sensitivity, expertise, and training...it's called the Aware-
ness System from PRP.

You simply give your employees or clients a special phone number and
message directory. Callers tell the system what information they want, and
instantly they receive the information right over their telephone. At the end of
each message, the caller can be connected directly to a professional helper or
be given points of referral in the community. That's how easily the new Aware-
ness System works!

What is the Awareness System?
The Awareness System is a computerized telephone message program that

provides immediate access to information and referral on a wide variety of
topics, including; substance abuse, health and fitness, parenting, safety, per-
sonal growth, self-esteem, plus hundreds of other messages of great interest
and concern to your target audience. Each two-to-four minute message has
been professionally researched, written, and recorded. Custom messages can
be added from any touchtone phone using your own private access code.

Mother unique feature of the Awareness System is the Dial-Out Program.
This feature allows the system to automatically call individuals to deliver any
number of messages, such as confirming appointments or announcing meet-
ings or workshops.

By providing this important service to your target audience and promoting
it, you will generate tremendous exposure for your program and its services.
Some organizations have even established partnerships with other commu-
niry resources who receive recognition for their involvement and support
through identifying tag lines on the messages or on the printed directory. The
Awareness System can be used to promote the services of HR Departments,
EAPs, SAPs, treatment providers, and community prevention services. The sys-
tem makes a flexible, efficient outreach component for schools, employers,
government agencies, and communities.

Once in place, the Awareness System will continue to provide vital
information to your callers for years to come!

As close as the
nearest phone .. .

Awareness

Allowing you to send. or receive
critical information confiden-
tially and privately.

For a demonstration of an
actual working

AWA~'eu~lSS SSyStem,
call (205) 677-4769.

tinter the three-digit code below for the message you
wish to hear. Listen to as many messages as you like.*

125 - Alcoholism: A family disease
181- Cigarettes, Pipes &Snuff: All the same
185 - Marijuana: Often asked questions
220 -Call the teacher: Questions to ask
223 - helping your children in school
240 - Acquaintance rape
313 - Building self image
317 - Canis or groups: The decision is yours
356 - Is my child at high risk?

455 - Helping someone who is depressed
* Partial directory from over 400 messages

For Use by EAP Benefits, and
HR Departments

~J Enhance your EAP and Wellness progrrun.
E~ Answer frequently asked Benefrts and HR

quesrions,
~J Announce special EAP training or seminars.
~J Update HR activities and announcements.
~J Remind employces of important meetings.
~ Explain corporate policies and procedures.
~ Announce internal job posting.
Personal messages can be updated daily.
Callers can be directed to the right person
or department for further information.

For details and pricing on this
low cost system, call PRP

Customer Care's
toII free number:

1-800-453-733
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IB1VI Awards Integrated
EAP/Managed Behavioral
Care Contract to PPC, Inc.

,;

AP Digest has learned that y~ 'i
IBM awarded a new, rote ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ t ~ ~ i ~

?i~grated EAP and managed
behavioral care contract to , ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~` ~ ~

PPC, Inc., of St. Louis, Mo.
"This contract is hugely significant, both in its size and because

IBM has been a bellwether for the field," said Carl Tisone, President
of PPC, Inc. "Previously, IBM's EAP and managed care functions
operated as separate programs with an interface. This integrated
contract calls for the EAP an the front-end of overall management
of health care."

"We'll definitely see more integrated programs like this in the
future. The IBM contract will be looked at by other corporations
and will serve as a model for others in the field," he said. "I've
known all along that the EAP and managed care fields didn't have
to be at odds with each other, yet it's taken a while for the market-
place to reach this conclusion."

In the broader context, EAPs have always been a form of
managed behavioral health care. In addition to their focus on job
performance, they assess, refer, and monitor mental health and
substance abuse care for employees.

Emerging trends and evidence suggests thati delivering systems
that integrate EAP and managed behavioral care can produce a
realistic solution to the age-old dilemma of cost versus quality of
care. No longer can the BAP ignore the cost implications of its
recommendations. No longer can managed behavioral health care
focus solely on the bottom line.

However, until recently, EAPs have generally played a minor
role in controlling the cost of care, leaving a void to be filled by
managed behavioral care. Naturally, the different perspectives and
objectives of managed behavioral care providers and the EAP
often clash and, not surprisingly, employers have been looking for
new solutions to this continuing challenge.

IBM's decision to go with a seamless, single provider, integrated
EAP/managed behavioral care product will ultimately facilitate
other corporate integration with EAPs acting as the catalyst for this

transifiion. Successful integration will resolve the challenges of
containing behavioral health care costs while at the same time con-
tinuing to offer employees and their family members appropriate

and effective treatment.
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A Valuable Health Promotion Tool
Join the growing number
of employee assistance

programs that distribute their
own personalized quarterly

newsletter. Health Sentry

includes four pages of
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mental health, wellness,

nutrition, and fitness—

all geared toward
helping employees
lead healthiet~,
more productive
lives.

• Your yearly subscription
includes four information-
packed issues for each
employee. Each copy can

be personalized on the

front with your company

name and logo and on the
back with your EAP
contact name and phone
number.

', Just select the number of
copies you wish to
receive, then return the
order form below.
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Performance Resource Press, Inc. 1863 Technology Drive, MI 48083-4244
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Lois Levy, MS, has joined People
Tech Consulting, Inc., as a senior
consultant. In her new position,
she will specialize in one-on-one
executive coaching, managing
change, group facilitation, and
leadership and team development.
People Tech Consulting, Inc., is a
consulting firm specializing in
helping organizations manage the
people issues involved in change,
including downsizing, mergers,
acquisitions, restructuring, busi-
ness turnarounds, and expansions.

CHC—The EAP Specialists has
announced several additions to its
executive group. They include:
Claire Sylvestre, vice president,
CHC-Quebec; Charles Ponee, vice
president in the national capital
region; Fran Pilon, vice president,
Ontario and program management;
and, Craig Thompson, vice presi-
dent for western Canada. CHC—
The EAP Specialists provides EAP
and related services throughout
Canada.

Chicago-based Bensinger, DuPont
& Associates (BDA) has appointed
John A. Pugliese as vice president,
operations. Prior to joining BDA,
Pugliese had served as vice presi-
dent, marketing and sales, for the
Parkside Medical Services Division
of the Lutheran General Health-
System. His responsibilities at BDA
will include supervision of client
services, training and consulting
operations, violence in the work-
place programs, and marketing.
BDA provides EAP and work-
place violence services nationally.

Raymond L. Johnson, MSW, has
been named vice president, clinical
services, at Integra, Inc. Johnson
had recently served as vice presi-
dent, Eastern operations, for MCC
Behavioral Care, Inc. He will be
responsible for overseeing Integra's
EAP, provider network, and case
management operations. Based in
Radnor, Pa., Integra offers inpatient
and outpatient case management
and EAP services through a net-

0

work of 2,200 health care providers
across the country.

Raymond L. Johnson, MSW

Michael B. Heyner, MEd, NCC,
has been promoted to director of
regional offices for the Jacksonville,
Fla., based Resource EAP, Inc. He
will oversee the operations of the
company's six regional offices in
northeast Florida and southern
Georgia. Resource EAP is an inde-
pendently owned and operated EAP
serving over 150,000 employees and
dependents through 75 client
companies.

Tony Milillo, CCGC, coordinator of
the Gambling Addictions Program
at the Albert Einstein Healthcare
Network's Belmont Center for
Comprehensive Treatment, has been
elected president of the Council on
Compulsive Gambling of Pennsyl-
vania. The Council is affiliated with
the National Council on Compulsive
Gambling. Belmont's Gambling
Addictions Program is a comprehen-
siveprogram offering inpatient, out-
patient, and partial hospitalization

Tony Milillo, CCGC

AdCare Hospital of Worcester,

Mass., announced two appoint-
ments: Mary Kirby has been
named the hospital's director of
development; and, Lisa Sarno has
been named community services
representative. Kirby had served
as AdCare's coordinator of com-
munity services. In her position,
Kirby will develop and negotiate
managed care contracts, oversee
referral relations, facilitate com-
munications with referral sources,
and oversee marketing efforts.
Sarno will help employers through-
out the greater Boston area and
northern Massachusetts comply
with the Drug-Free Workplace Act
by providing education and train-
ingprograms. AdCare Hospital is
a comprehensive medical facility
for the treatment of alcohol and
other drug addiction.

The Waukesha, Wis., based
National Employee Assistance
Services, Inc. (NEAS), announced
two new hires. Leah Cook, MEd,
formerly a crisis counselor with
Family Crisis Center of Stevens
Point, Wis., has joined NEAS as an
EAP counselor. Denise Snyder,
MSW, has joined NEAS as a
psychotherapist. She had previ-
ously worked in Albany, NY.
NEAS provides EAP services to
over 150 employers throughout
the U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico.

Sheila Macdonald has been
named director of legislation and
public policy for the Employee
Assistance Professionals Associa-
tion (EAPA) based in Arlington,
Va. Macdonald has served as a
legislative assistant and as director
of government relations for a
number of associations, including
the National Restaurant Association
and the National Taxpayers Union.
She has six years experience with
health-related authorization and
appropriations bills. EAPA is an
international association of employ-
ee assistance program professionals.

Health Risk Management, Inc.
(HRM), announced several pro-
motions and new hires. As for
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promotions, Julie Kees, RN, has
been promoted from director of
guideline development to assistant
vice president, guideline develop-
ment. Also, Sue Bell has been pro-
moted from senior research analyst
to manager, practice guidelines.
As for new hires: Russ Peterson
has been named assistance vice
president, operations; Pete
Grimlund and John Hay have been
named national account executives,
medical practice guidelines; and,
Beth Patrin has been named man-
ager of outcomes development.
HRM is a full service supplier of
electronically integrated health care
management, information, and
health benefit administration
services.

The Philadelphia-based Prudential
Health Care System's Delaware
Valley Group Operations an-
nounced two appointments.
Esther J. Nash, MD, has been
named medical director of Pru-
dential Health Care Plan, the
Horsham, Pa., based HMO, and
Martha Monroe has been named
director of health care operations.
Prior to the appointment, Dr. Nash
was director of medical education
and quality assurance at The Bryn
Mawr Hospital, and Monroe
recently served as senior consultant
in the managed care section of
Godwins, Booke and Dickenson in
Conshohocken, Pa. Prudential's
Delaware Valley Group Operations
offers both managed care products
and traditional employee benefit'
products to employers throughout
the Delaware Valley. ■

EAP Digest
Welcomes These
New Advertisers

Seak, Inc.

St. Helena
Health Center
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FOR A COMPLETE PROGRAM BROCHURE CALL

THE CONFERENCE DEPARTMENT AT

1-800-453-7733

m~ ers
•Evaluations •Family &Workplace Interventions
• Inpatient Detoxification &Rehabilitation
•Aftercare •Partial Hospitalizaiton Program

•Intensive Outpatient Care • "First Step" Program
• "Nurses Helping Nurses"

• Comprehensive Family Services

Over 25 Years of Quality Addiction Treatment

Smithers Alcoholism &Drug Abuse Treatment Center

A Division of St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center

1000 Tenth Avenue, New York, NY 10019

(212) 523 4'91
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specialists in emotional
& addictive illnesses

• Addictive Disease

• Psychiatric

• Geriatric

2500 Satilla Parkway
Waycross, Georgia 31501

Crisis Line 1-8Q0-362-COPE
(2673)

Business Phone 1-800-382-9873
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gain,
With CPI's Nonviolent Crisis

Intervention training, you'll learn to
de-escalate crisis situations

BEFORE they get out of control!

Training Programs in 50 Cities
Video Training Programs

Aa; > On•Site Training
~~,,~ ~~~;, Fora FREE CATALOG
' ; ~~ r i~', of training resources call toll-free

1-800-558-8976
or write:
NATIONAL CRISIS
■ PREVENTION INSTITUTE, INC.

3315-K North 124th Street
~ Brookfield, WI 53005
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I1N THE MARKETPLACE

Value Behavioral Health, Inc.
(VBH), of Falls Church, Va., has .
been awarded an $86.6 million, 22-
month contract to provide man-
aged mental health care services to
some 190,000 Medicaid-eligible
Iowans. It's believed to be the larg-
est Medicaid carve-out program
awarded to date. A subsidiary of
Value Health, Inc., VBH provides
managed mental health and sub-
stance abuse coverage for more than
14 million individuals. (Judith
Hyfield-Starr,' 203-678-3472)... .
Medco Behavioral Care of Cali-
fornia, Inc. (MBC CA), has signed
a three-year contract to provide
EAP services to over 500,000 State
of California employees and
dependents. MBCs Government
Division now covers more than 3
million public employees in seven
states—California, Colorado,
Illinois, Ohio, Louisiana, Indiana,
and Vermont. MBC CA is a sub-
sidiary of Medco Behavioral Care
Corp., itself a subsidiary of Medco
Containment Services, Inc. (Lisa
Suennen, 415-615-5143)....CON-
TACT Managed Care of Phoenix,
Ariz., part of the Samaritan Health
System, has received accreditation
from the Utilization Review
Accreditation Commission (URAC).
The accreditation is in response to
an Arizona law requiring companies
performing UR activities to be either
certified by the Arizona Department
of Insurance or accredited by a
nationally recognized organization
such as URAC. Samaritan Health
System is Arizona's largest provider
of SAP services and a leading pro-
vider of behavioral health man-
aged care services. (Ken Reinstein,
602-495-4715)....The Norfolk, Va.,
based OPTIONS Mental Health
has been awarded a contract to pro-
vide mental health and substance
abuse services for some 45,000
State of Michigan employees. The
contract commenced August 1.
OPTIONS was also chosen to ad-
ministerbehavioral care services for
the nearly 10,000 employees and
dependents of Houston's Hermann
Hospital. That contract commenced
September 1.OPTIONS is a full-
service, managed behavioral health
care company specializing in
mental health and chemical de-

pendency programs, provider/
facility networks, utilization and
case management, and EAPs.
Interested providers can ca11800-
854-1133. (Debra Grane, 800-451-
3581)... .

Jeffrey L. McWaters, President and CEO,

.OPTIONS Mental Health

Cumberland Heights, an addiction
treatment center, and Parthenon
Pavilion, afull-service psychiatric
facility owned by Columbia/HCA,
have merged their resources to
provide treatment for dually-
diagnosed psychiatric/sub-stance
abuse clients. Both programs are
located in Nashville, Tenn. The
dual treatment program is located at
the Parthenon Pavilion. Dr. Howard
L. Burley, Jr., will serve as the
program's medical director. (Jim
Moore, 615-352-1757; Vivian
Cooper-Capps, 615-665-9717)... .
Caregivers on Call and Child
Care, Inc., have entered into a
partnership that is now the largest
provider of corporate emergency
.child and elder in-home care on the
East Coast. Caregivers, which
provides emergency home care to
clients nationwide, is an affiliate of
All Metro Health Care/Plaza
Nurses Agency. Child Care, Inc., is
a non-profit resource and referral
agency, also based in the East.
(Marsha Cooper, 516-887-1200).. .
.Behavioral Healthcare Corpora-
tion (BHC) of Nashville has com-
pleted its first successful year of
operation. The privately owned
company acquired four psychiatric
hospitals and two residential
treatment centers from Hospital
Corporation of America last
summer. Earlier this year, BHC
purchased two other psychiatric
hospitals located in California.
BHC president and CEO Edward
A. Stack looks forward to another
successful year in 1994/'95. (Don
Beehler, BHC, 615-780-3317) ■
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LET'S HAVE A REVOLUTION
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Vver 2000 of
the nation's leading
Employee Assistance
Professionals meet the
gurus and everts
November 18-21 in Boston.

Early In Your Career?
• Take the "Elements" course
November 16 and 17. Zt~vo full
days designed to help you use
your education and experience to
become an EAP.

Midway In Your Career?
• Take any of the 3-day and 1/2 day

tracks for in-depth professional
advancement:
• Diversity and Change
•Stress and Violence
• Healing and New Opportunities

Want Re-Certification As
Certified Employee Assistance
Professional?
• Take any of 57 workshops and

brain storming sessions to earn
points to give. you new stalls and
lmowledge on such topics as:
• Trauma
• Violence Against Women
• Merging Zt~vo Corporations

~Work/Family Issues
• Compassion Fatigue
• Department of Transportation

(DOT) Testing
• Job Stress
• Downsizing
• Assistance in Substance Abuse

/ Networking
For Ideas,

Referrals, Help In
Running Your Own

EAP Practice?
• Meet the nation's most
successful consultants to

corporate America.

Looking For Latest Products
And Services Used By EAPs?
• See over 150 exhibits from

North America.

Wondering About Managed Care,
HIV/AIDS, Legal Liability,

Crisis Intervention?
• Find out how EAPs can
respond to these issues.

Call: 703-522-6272
Fax: 703-522-4585

Write: Employee Assistance
Professionals Association

(EAPA)

2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 500
Arlington, Virgina 22201

EAP REVOLUTI011 1lOVEmBER 15 -21, iggy...................................................................................................................................

SNERATOII BOSTOII HOTEL - BOSTOII, mASSACNUSETTS
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NEWS UPDATE

Firm Offers Congregational (Parish) Assistance Program in Chicago Area
Just before press time, EAP Digest learned of yet another program
serving a religious group (see "A Religious Community MAP: Modifying
EAP Services for New Markets," page 42)"the Congregational (Parish)
Assistance Program (CAP) offered by Kelly Associates, an EAP firm lo-
cated in Wauconda, Ill. CAP offers information and referral by phone
to members of more than 150 churches throughout greater Chicago. Paul
Kelly, president, said he averages 25 CAP calls a month. Although
funded by Lutheran General Behavioral Health, whose anchor hospital
is Lutheran General Hospital, CAP is available to churches of any de-
nomination. For further information on CAP, Kelly can be reached at
708-526-0111.

Women in Managed Care Network Meets During Behavioral Healthcare Tomorrow
More than 300 women working in the managed care industry as health
service providers, case managers, employers, and executives met during
September's Behavioral Healthcare Tomorrow (BHT) conference in what
has become an annual event for the Women in Managed Care Network. The
informal Network began meeting four years ago when women consultants
taking clients to national meetings found that most planning sessions
and presentations were dominated by men. That led to a breakfast meet-
ing to motivate women in the field to take to the podium and begin
offering their own proposals and sharing contacts within the industry.
Through the Network, women have helped each other find jobs, relocate,
and launch and fund projects. While the BHT meeting is the Network's
largest, smaller gatherings take place at other health care confer-
ences throughout the year. For further information on the Network,
contact Gayle Tuttle at 919-553-0637.

Report Questions Commonly Held Eldercare Stats
A Families and Work Institute survey of some 3,000 employed Americans
puts in question the widely held belief that women are far more likely
than men to care for an elderly loved one. The survey found that 70 of
employees have caregiving responsibilities, 560 of whom are women, 440
of whom are men. For comparison, the American Association of Retired
Persons has repoY•ted that as many as 75% of caregivers are women. Also
from the Families and Work Institute survey, 770 of employee caregiv-
ers care for one individual while 23o care for two or more. The full
report is available for $49 (plus $4.50 shipping/handling) through:
Families and Work Institute, 330 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10001.

Survey Showa Test-Positive Rates Leveling, Tests Lower for Companies
with Education/Training and EAPs
An American Management Association (AMA) survey of roughly 800 member
companies shows that companies providing employee education, supervi-
sory training, or EAP services along with drug testing traditionally
have fewer employees testing positive than companies that don't pro-
vide such services. What's more, test-positive rates appear to be lev-
eling off at between 3.4% and 3.8o for companies that use testing
alone compared to 2.5% for companies that test with employee programs.
Manufacturing firms were most likely to have testing programs (93 o)
and financial service companies least likely (74%) Geographically,
testing is more prevalent in the South (89%) and the desert and moun-
tain states of the West (910) than on the Pacific coast (79%) or in
New England (680). Since the first such survey in 1987, drug testing
among companies has increased by more than 3000. (AMA, 212-586-6100)
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Need Another Reason to Continue that Smoking Cessation Program?

How about dollars? The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention es-
timates that, in 1993, medical care expenses related to smoking
reached $50 billion. Broken down by category, $26.9 billion went for
hospital expenses, $15.5 for physician expenses, $4.9 for nursing-home
care, $1.8 billion for prescription drugs, and $900 million for home
health care. Irk other words, for each of the roughly 24 billion packs
of cigarettes sold in 1993, some $2.06 was spent on medical care at-
tributable to smoking. Of the $2.06, roughly $.89 came from public
sources. (Morbidity and Mortality Weekly, 7/8/94)

"Religious or Spiritual Problems" Diagnostic Category Added to DSM-IV
According to the American Psychiatric Association's most current Diag-
nostic and Statistical Manual, Fourth Edition, there's a new category
of complaint that may lead someone into therapy—religious or spiritual
problems. Pastoral counselors are eager to receive the news. Among the
types of problems that fall into this category, according to the manual,

include "distressing experiences that involve loss or questioning of
faith, problems associated with conversion to a new faith, or ques-
tioning of other spiritual values." Psychotherapy Finances reports

that managed care groups are mentioning religious specialties in their

provider profiles. Yet PF also reports that established pastoral coun-
selors are concerned that the integrity of their work will be jeopar-

dized by newcomers taking advantage of a new market niche. (PF, 5/94)

Business, EAPA Respond to Domestic Violence
Several major corporations and the Employee Assistance Professionals

Association (EAPA) are pooling resources and raising funds to address
the impact of domestic violence in the workplace. Among the initia-

tives, Liz Claiborne, Reebok, and Ben & Jerry's have formed the Domes-

tic Violence Action Committee to raise funds to research the actual

cost of domestic violence to industry. Lending its support, EAPA has

asked members to begin tracking domestic violence cases in hopes of

developing better referral and training programs. Also: DuPont has

expanded its in-house training to include spouse and child abuse is-

sues; Polaroid has donated to domestic violence shelters and now runs
self-image groups for battered employees; and, the non-profit Adver-

tising Council campaign, "There's No Excuse," will receive some $20
million in free ads. (Working Woman, 4/94)

Employer Groups Demand Lower Premium Increases—And Get It
As of May, two employer groups had asked for—and received—lower health
insurance premium increases from HMOs. After asking that premium in-
creases be held to no more than 6.4o in 1994, the Massachusetts
Healthcare Purchaser Group was rewarded with rate increases averaging
3.2o from HMOs in its service area. HMOs in Rochester, NY, honored a
similar request from area employers by raising their rates an average

of 6.10. In 1992, the 336-member Rochester Industrial Management Coun-

cil told health plans to limit premium hikes to single-digits by 1994

and to the Consumer Price Index by 1988. For comparison, premium hikes
in the Rochester area averaged 10o to 110 last year. (Managed Care

Week, 5/23/94)

Executive Survey: "Lean and Mean" Organizationr~ at Highest Risk for

Employee Burnout
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A survey of executives from the nation's largest companies shows that
a majority-85%—believe the potential for employee burnout among down-
sized, "lean and mean" companies is high. One-third (33%) of those
responding said the risk is very high. Max Messmer, chair of Accoun-
temps, the temporary staffing service that commissioned the survey,
said, "In terms of maximizing productivity, there are obvious benefits
to maintaining tighter staffing levels. But this survey points out
there are also major risks involved in becoming too lean." He recom-
mends managers be aware of the obvious signs of employee burnout, in-
cluding: lack of motivation; pronounced negativity; loss of creativ-
ity; and, chronic lateness or absenteeism. (Accountemps, 516-767-3700)

Workplace Violence: The Co-Worker/Peer Connection
Prevention experts have long known the power of peer influence in ado-
lescent alcohol and other drug use. In developing your response to
workplace violence prevention, you might take a cue from their work.
Could a co-worker/peer actually encourage another co-worker to resort
to workplace violence? Without the research, we must presume it so. To
combat same, consider the following: • Adopt and communicate a "zero
tolerance" approach to workplace violence. All managers and workers
need to know that threats or acts of violence will not be tolerated
and should not be encouraged. • Have in place the means for workers to
make a confidential "tip" of a threat or impending act. Communicate
the tip-line as one step among many to ensure a safe workplace for
all. • Finally, during stress management trainings, be sure to iden-
tify alternatives to holding back or continuing in a stressful situa-
tion. Encourage workers to use the EAP to talk openly and confiden-
tially about problems they may be having with co-workers or supervi-
sors.

Survey Shows Continued Decline in Inpatient Paych Days, Occupancy, But
Client Numbers Up
The National Association of Psychiatric Health Systems (NAPHS) 1993
Annual Survey of its members shows that while lengths of stay and oc-
cupancy rates are dropping, more clients are being served by inpatient
psych facilities. Specifically, inpatient lengths of stay are down
across the board, averaging 17.8 days in 1993 compared to 23.1 days in
'91. Also, occupancy rates stood at 57.9% in 1993 compared to 67.10 in
'91. Yet more clients are being served; in 1993, there were 325,679
total admits to 281 facilities compared with 314,874 admits to 306
hospitals in '91. The full report, which also addresses trends in
funding, the impact of managed care, and other issues, is available
for $400 by writing: NAPHS, 1319 F Street, NW, Ste. 1000, Washington,
DC 20004-1154; 202-393-6700.

Study is First to Support EMDR for Treatment of Post-Trauma Anxiety
While on a walk through her neighborhood in 1987, Francine Shapiro,
PhD, happened to come upon a controversial new treatment for phobias
and post-trauma anxiety—the same kind of anxiety employees face fol-
lowing critical incidents. At the American Psychological Association's
Annual Convention in August, the most scientifically rigorous study of
her treatment to date (called Eye Movement Desensitization and Repro-
cessing or EMDR) supported its efficacy. While on her walk, Shapiro
found that a disturbing thought she was holding lost its edge when she
moved her eyes from side to side. From that experience, Shapiro devel-
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oped EMDR, which requires the patient to hold a traumatic image in
their mind while following the therapist's fingers, which move quickly
from side to side, and reporting the images, thoughts, emotions, and
physical sensations that emerge. Shapiro claims that while EMDR
doesn't erase the memory, it does reduce or eliminate the pain the
memory causes. The study in question involved 80 participants in two
groups, one which received three, 90-minute EMDR sessions immediately
after assessment of their trauma and one which received an assessment
and treatment 30 days after an initial assessment. The first group
showed significant improvement immediately after treatment and those
results were maintained or even improved 90 days later. As for the
second group, there were no significant differences in outcome mea-
sures in the 30 days between assessments. Meanwhile, the therapy has
its detractors, some of whom refer to EMDR as the "primal scream of
the '90s," and Yale University is conducting its own EMDR clinical
trials. (Doug Fizel, APA Public Affairs, 202-336-5700)

Firm Offers Tip Sheet on Selecting the Right Training Video
A free tip sheet, How to Find the Right Training Video Without Getting
Burned, is being offered by VIEW, The Monthly Newsletter of Business
and Training Videos. The sheet suggests the right questions to ask
video distributors, tells where to go to see free previews, and re-
veals other tricks to ensure video purchasers get the most for their
money. The tip sheet is available by writing VIEW, P.O. Box 10624,
Bedford, NH 03110; 800-225-VIEW.

Attendees Give NAC/EAP High Marks for Content, Usefulness; Two Inducted
into EAP Digest Hall of Fame
Evaluations from the more than 300 professionals attending the EAP
Digest's 11th Annual North American Congress on Employee Assistance
Programs (NAC/EAP) gave it high marks for both the content and useful-
ness of conference presentations. The con-
ference included 20 presentations on topics
such as workplace violence, workers' compen-
sation, be-havior risk management, issues
surrounding gay and lesbian employees, and
brief therapy. Plans are already underway
for next year's NAC/EAP to take place August
10-13, 1995, at Nashville's Opryland Hotel.

Also at the 11th Annual NAC/EAP, two in-
dividuals were inducted into the EAP Digest
Hall of Fame—Wayne Corneil, PhD, Director,
Employee Assistance Services, Health and
Welfare Canada in Ottawa, Ontario, and Carl
Tisone, President of PPC, Inc. of St. Louis,
Mo. The two join the more than 300 EAP pro-
fessionals already inducted into the Hall of Fame.

But Doesn't Poor Quality Cost More in the Long Run?
Ensuring quality care may not be the managed care industry's top goal,
according to a recent Foster-Higgins survey of 102 managed care firms
and 127 hospitals. Sixty-nine percent of the managed care plans ranked
price as either first or second among seven criteria considered when
contracting with providers. (Psychotherapy Finances, 7/94)
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The Consultants Directory
is an aid for EAP Digest readers

to locate EAP consultants, vendors,
attorneys and other services.

If you're looking for a specific service
and cannot find it, please

contact us directly at

1-800-453-7733

INC.

• Comprehensive
EAP services

• Benefit management
• Participation in

national networks

JAMES L. KEENER, CEAP 33875 DEQUINDRE
PRE3IDENT SUITE S
EAP, INC. TROY, MI 48083

(810) 583-1110

.PG'~~I ~G C~~'G
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Priority Systems

Natio~ril ISAP:~nd A~l~~a:~ged Cu~•e Services

(908) (iS4-fi199

Celebrating Ottr 20t1i A~eniversary

Qecupational Health Cerztera of America, Inc.

• A pioneer in EAP services
since 1972

• As anon-profit, service is our
Oril}~ g081

• ~eI'lllg ~ ~i' ~ 9C1 V1Ce8~ 1riClUdlrig:

— Centml Diagnosis and Referrr~l
— ShoM Term Counseling

— Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Benefit Management

— FLII Participation in National Network
— Critical Incident Stress Debriefing

—Staff Twining and Ongoing Edurntion

6360 Holiday Terrace,
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49009

~ 800/x'23-0581 or 616 372-4550

• NATIONAL EAP OFFICES
• WELLNESS
• DRUG FREE WORKPLACE
• CLAIM PREVENTION
• MANAGEMENT TRAINING
•MANAGED CARE
• AUTOMATED SYSTEMS REPORTS
• CRISIS/STRESS PROGRAMS
• WORKER'S COMPENSATION &GROUP

BENEFITS

is EMPLOYEE
`~ ASSISTANCE

~.~. scev~ce, rnrc.
7918 Jones Branch Dr.,

McLean, vA zz~oz 800-448-4434

~ i
•~ •~~

~ ~ ~

~• Employee Assistance Services

<'~ Managed Behavioral Healthcare

~~ Gilical Incident Debriefing

<<- Dependent Care Resource/Referral

~• leadership Development Programs

`' Personal Support Programs

ROBERT T. DORRIS &ASSOCIATES INC.

~~
1-800-436-7747
1 - 8 0 0 4 D O R R I S

DRUG AND ALCOHOL
TESTING SERVICES

IF YOUR llRUG TESTING PROGRAM
WAS AUDITED TODAY WOULD YOU PASS

INSPECTION???

SINCE 1988, T[iG LYTLE GROUP HAS
PROVIDED DRUG TESTING SERVICES
MODELED AFTER DEPARTMENT OP
TRANSPORTATION REGULATIONS.

CONSULTATION
-POLICY DEVEI.OPMGNT/REVIGW
-PROGRAM AUDITS
EDUCATION AND TRAINWG

-RANDOM SELECTION
-TESTING FACILITIES
-PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
-PROGRAM MONITORWG
SUPPORTI V E MATERIALS

the Lytle Group
IS S. MONTGOMERY STREET Houionvseuac, PA 16648
PHONE (8 14) 695- I 147 • F~vc (8 14) 696- I 156

HOLLIDAYSBURG, PA • PITTSBURGH, PA • LAKELAND, FL

~~
TheLexingtonGroupSM

Vour partner in improving employee performance.'"'

A National EAP Provider
1-800-676-HELP (4357)

The
Consultants
Directory...

WATCH OUT!!

~T~~ cRoWIN
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PHOENIX GROUP — EAP

Comprehensive EAP Services

Counseling
Assessments &Referrals

Case Management
Executive Assistance &

Interventions
Training, Education &

o~,~~x ~'R~U ~ Wellness Programs
~S -yA National Resources

A ~e
v

`o`~e'~ssisTnrc~¢~~ 1422 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

(216) 241-2204 (800) 336-2204

Masi Research Consultants, Inc.
MEAP Design and Evaluation
q S~~,a 2~9

2301 E SireeT, N.W.
S Washington, DC 20037

I (202) 223-2399
Fax (202) 223-2392

Dr. Dale A. Masi President

Crisis and Jury Debriefing Training

Roger A. Bell
and Associates, lnc.

509 Hillside Lane, Louisville, KY 40207

502-897-5905
Fax 502-897-6148

UCY
LOPEZ
BOG
& ASSOCIATES

EAP
Puerto
Rico

Over 10 years of experience in
the field.

• Experienced, licensed clinical
psychologists.

• [3ilingual, culturally sensitive services.IDomenech 400
Penthouse Suite 701
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00918

71'~ ' (809) 763-6708
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CONSULTANTS DIRECTORY

Workplace Violence ...
We can help you meet this challenge. We
offer custom workshops, threat management
protocols, early intervention systems, climate
assessments, and many other prevention
tools. Call us before it is too late.

JOSEPH A. KINNEY
~~~?~° NATIONAL SAFE

~~-~-~~~'< WORKPLACE INSTITUTE

'`'`•'~`_%~ CHARLOTTE NORTH CAROLINA

~~~ PHONe (704) 289-6061
'_'~ oe (704) 521-1212~:

Publisher of
~ - Breaking Polnt-The Workplace Violence

s,> y Epidemic and What to Do About It
:,..
<F-~; and the
sr':. Workplace Violence &Behavior Letter

Maschhoff, Barr &Associates

~► OVER 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN PROVIDING QUALITY EAP
SERVICES

`► COMPREHENSIVC EAP
SERVICES IN ALL 50 STATES

~► 97°lo GROUP RETENTION
RATE

Call today to learn how your company can
save money by helping employees.

Maschhoff, Barr &Associates
P.O. Box 11268
Tacoma, WA 98411-0268
800 441-3119

"Helping Employees Witho~d Hurting Busi~eess"

PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORTS

Fast narrative test results help
confirm initial impressions and

alert EAP to symptoms
and underlying concerns.

MMPI-2: adult psychopathology.
MCMI-II: adult dynamics and dx.
MAPI: adolescent issues and dx.
16PF: occupation and education

counseling.

24-hour results by FAX or mail
reports available only to qualified mental health profl.
MMPI-2 is a trademark owned by Univ. of Minnesota

800-779-2472

PSYCH-SCREEN coF F~oRion>, INC.

TALBOT CAMPBELL
REHAB CONSORTIUM, INC

Psychotherapy (va), Case Mgmt,
Vocational Rehabilitative Services,

Serving EAP &Businesses in VA, MD, D.C.

Marianne Talbot, MA, CRC, CCM Celexlc Campbell, Psy.D.

3034 Westlawn Place, Falls Church, VA 22024

703 536-3270

Place an ad
where it counts .. .
xight .where you're looking

1-800-453-7733
I

What our customers like best
about CONCERN.

• National network of licensed
counselors.

• Immediate on-site response to
workplace crisis.

• Flexible fee structure.

• Not-for-profit EAP with a proven
record of clienC satisfaction.

call Lila Steiner
1-800-344-4222

FLORIDA

FAMILY Q SERVICE EMPLOYEE
CENTERS ASSISTANCE

Licensed Therapists PROGRAM
Licensed Outpatient Alcohol(Substance Abuse Facility
CISD Team
Corporate Management Training
Networked throughout Central and South Florida

2960 Roosevelt Blvd, Clearwater, FL 34620
(813)536.9427

Florida's 1st Coast Leaders....
Your 1st Choice!

~ 1-800-EAP-WRKS (327-9757)

Cynthia Persico, Director
Specializi~ag iia Quality EAP

artd Trauma Response

Services Natiomvrde

~~
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CONSULTANTSDIRECTORY

HAWAII

Castle Medical Center's
Employee Assistance Program

0~(ices Statewide

Honolulu, Waipahu, Kaneohe, Kailua
Hilo, Kona

Maui •Kauai

~~\\\ Casde Medical Center

(808) 596-0050

MICHIGAN

The Center for Effective Living, P.C.
LINDA ROSE CLOR, MSW, ACSW, LMFT, ACC

INDIVIDUAL &COUPLE COUNSELING
FAMILY COUNSELING
SUBSTANCE ABUSE ASSESSING

16877 Clln[on Wver Road
Suite A -near Gartleld

~Tr Clinton To~mshlp, Michigan 48038

(810) 228-8838
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COUNSELING
ASSOCIATES, INC.

Your comprehensive
clinical service
center in Michigan.

26699 W. 12 Mile Road
Southfield, Michigan 48034
(313) 353.5030

An Affiliate Provider
for National EAPs
Blue Cross/Blue Shield

Sidney H. GrutisberK. Ph.l)..
H:x~~c~uli~e I)ire~~lur

NEW YORK

.V
EMPLOYEE RESOURCES, INC.
Employee Assistance Program Services

JAYNE KIEL, CSW, CAC
DIRECTOR

(716) 854-1990
467 Vlrglna Street (800) 491-1990
Buffalo, NY 14202 Fax (716) 855-2456

(516)795-3904 1-800-462-0916

• CAREER DIRECTIONS •

Dr. Roger Streeseman I
Director

''~, Corporate Outplacement •Executive &valuation
Personnel Scleciion •Career Counseling &Testing

•Team Building

524 MF.RRICK RU,~ SUITF, N6-U~ MASSAPF.QUA~ NY 11758
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The Abuscreen ONTRAK test provides rapid results
for employee drub testing;—a procedure that can
make a critical difference in the lives of your em-
ployees and the future of your company. Requiring
no instrumentation, the ONTRAK test is easy to
learn, simple to perform and provides accurate,
reliaUle results.

For a significant advantage in pre-employment
screening, security and occupational health pro-
gi ams and EAPs, ONTRAK provides on-site "yes"
or "no" test results in approximately three minutes.
ONTRAK can speed results cost-effectively without
compromising reliability, helping to ensure a safe,
dnig-free workplace.

Roche Diagnostic Systems
Roche a subsidiary of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

Roche Diagnostic Systems, Inc.
1080 US Highway 202
Branchburg. NJ 08876-1760
1-800-526-1247; in Canada 7-500-268-0462

Utilising NIDA cut-off levels, ONTRAK kits are
available for cocaine, marijuana, morphine, ampheta-
inines, b~irbitur~tes, PCP and henzodiazepines.

ONTRAK, developed by Roche Diagnostic Systems,
consolidates the experience gained in over 20 years
of providing quality prodLicts for drug abuse testing.
Today, the Roche name is your assurance of
unequaled products, service and technical support.

Tv put ON'I"RAK to work in your company's drug
testing program, call the Roche Response Center"'
at 1-800-52C-1247.

Abuscreen assays provide only a preliminauy analytical test result.
A more specific niterne~te chemical method must be used in order
to obtain a confirmed analytical result (see package inserts).

Abuscreen

Rapid Assays for Drug Abuse
ON•tiI"I7? is a tra~lcm:u'k ul 'fOXI-I.AR Inc.. Irvine. CiA
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an mn
eveloping a workplace
disability management
program must first begin
with the premise that an

experienced worker's skill and
knowledge is valuable to the organ-
ization. Therefore, it is not cost-
effective or profitable to pay the
injured worker to remain unem-
ployed. This theory, along with
awareness of the psychological
and social impact of being off work,
suggests the need for a new
approach to case management, one
that benefits both injured employ-
ees and the company.

The utilization of employee
assistance programs (EAPs) in be-
havioral health management has
proven to be both cost-effective and
beneficial to the employee in need.
Because of their systems theory
orientation, their experience in
workplace issues, and their case
management skills, EAP profes-
sionals are in an excellent position
to work in the area of workers' com-
pensation disability management.

Problems with Current Methods
of Disability Management
A major contributor to the problem
of disability management lies in an
organization's structure. In most
companies, no particular depart-
ment or person has full responsi-
bility for disability cases. Instead,
several departments maybe
involved—human resources, ben-
efits, medical, risk management,
legal, finance, safety, and the EAP
among them—making agreement
on the issues often difficult.
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Without a streamlined disability
management function, there may
be a delay in worker receiving
assistance due to "bureaucratic red
tape" or the worker may receive
little or no assistance at all.

Another problem with the cur-
rent system is the employer's atti-
tude toward the disabling incident
and the injured employee. Most
accident investigations tend to
blame the employee while ignoring
risk factors and job-related stress
factors.

Reorganizing the System
Before- reorganizing its disability
management system, a company
must first identify its goals for a
disability management program
and draft a working definition
reflecting the company's mission
statement. In formulating these
goals, the following should be
included:
• To achieve a healthy and

productive workforce by reducing
the incidence of disability;
• To reduce the costs of disabil-

itybenefits and related medical
care;
• To reduce incidents of

absenteeism and workplace
disruption caused by disability;
• To enhance workforce

morale;
• To improve the company's

profitability, thus ensuring its
competitiveness; and,
• To comply with the Americans

with Disabilities Act.
A disability management policy

statement should identify provi-

sions for prevention, safety, early
intervention, vocational assistance,
appropriate medical care, and the
organization's commitment to
enhancing the employee's return
to work. The following is an
example of one such statement:

"Disability management is a
workplace prevention and remediation
strategy that seeks to prevent disabil-
ity from occurring or, lacking that, to
intervene early following the onset of
disability, using a coordinated, cost-
conscious, quality rehabilitation
service that reflects an organizational
commitment to continued employment
of those experiencing functional work
limitations. The remediation goal of
disability management is successful
job maintenance, or optimum timing
for return to work, for persons with
disability. "'

Case Studies: Mid-Atlantic
Packaging, Wayne's Tire,
Trendway Corp.
During the spring of 1991, the
Philadelphia-based Mid-Atlantic
Packaging reported 17 injuries and
over $400,000 in workers' comp
claims. When its premiums rose Eo
over $3,000 per employee (more
than five times the national average)
for 80 employees, the company
faced two choices—go out of
business or address the problem
head-on through an accident
prevention program.2 In the year
after developing its program, the
company experienced no work-
related injuries, resulting in a six-
figure rebate from the company's
insurance carrier.
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Mid-Atlantic developed its
program with the philosophy that
the high rate of injuries was a
company problem, not an employee
problem. After securing a commit-
ment from top management to
pursue accident prevention, the
company organized a safety
committee. with representatives
from both management and each
department within the company.
Financial incentives provided cash
awards to employees for safe work
records. Employees were encour-
aged to report unsafe activities
with the intent of correcting the
problem, not punishing the
employee. Instructors taught
appropriate bending and lifting
techniques. Not only has the
company's efforts proved cost-
effective, they've created a positive
attitude in the workplace regard-
ing accident prevention.

Wayne's Tire in Paso Robles,
Calif., which operates 5 stores and
employs 50 workers, reduced their
claims from 15 in 1991 to 1 in 1993.
Over the same period, total claims
costs went from $240,000 to just
$243. The company accomplished
this by keeping in contact with
injured workers while they re-
mained off work and offering part-
time work or modified job tasks
until the worker could return to
his or her original job assignment.

Trendway, a Holland, Mich.,
based office furniture manufacturer
employing 300, had no work-related
injuries for four years. The company
has an employee-directed safety
program aimed at accident preven-
tion. Ten percent of the employees
in each department participate in a
safety committee. Inspectors tour
the plant every six.weeks. Employ-
ees participate in five minutes of
upper body exercises each morning
to increase flexibility and decrease
injuries. Because Trendway's
workers' comp premiums have
decreased, employees receive
greater payouts through the
company's profit-sharing plan.

The Colorado-based Aspen Imag-
ing International cut its workers'
comp costs by more than 50%from
$600,000 in 1989 to $221,Op0 in
1991.3 After being dropped by its
insurer, Aspen developed a seven-
step safety program upon the advice
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of its new insurance carrier. Aspen
began by establishing a committee
to monitor the number and cost of
injuries. The company then hired a
health and safety coordinator to
monitor each claim and work with
the injured employee and medical
providers. After Aspen's industrial
engineer met with the firm's insurer,
it was determined that most claims
involved either back strains or re-
petitive motion disorders. As a
result, ergonomic tools were de-
signed and built, employees were
taught to lift correctly, a safety com-
mittee was established to recom-
mend ways to prevent injuries,
financial incentives were devised,
and work schedules and jobs were
modified. This accomplished con-
tinued productivity while retain-
ing sensitivity toward the worker.

All four companies have active
accident prevention programs in
place. Yet should an accident occur,
each company agrees that appro-
priate, immediate medical care is
critical to returning an employee
to work as quickly as possible. For
employees unable to return to their
previous job, return to work in a
modified capacity is considered.

Besides workplace accident pre-
vention efforts, case management
programs have also proved integral
in controlling disability costs and
returning employees to work. The
UNUM Life Insurance Company
of America, based in Portland,
Maine, assigns an occupational
nurse to each case. The nurse first
performs the individual employee's
job tasks, then works with the
employee and his or her physician
to decide the best strategy for
returning the employee to work.
This method of disability manage-
mentlowers costs and improves
productivity.¢

Early reporting of injuries has
also shown to be cost-effective.
The ITT Hartford Insurance Group
recently studied 200,000 workers'
comp claims. The results showed
that injuries reported to the insurer
within the first 10 days were 47%
less costly than those reported one
month after they occurred.5
Managed care's primary goal

has been cost-containment. How-
ever, cost-containment is ineffec-
tive without reorganizing or

You've tried the patch,
acupuncture and hypnosis.
And you're still hooked? It's
time to stop treating a very
addictive chemical like it's
just a bad habit. Learn to
free yourself of tobacco's
grip.

Since 1969 our smok-
ingcessation program in the
scenic Napa Valley has
treated thousands for nico-
tine addiction.

Our next stop smoking
programs begin

OCtAI'@C 28
Dece~nher 9

C~1~
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To be hungry is
one thing.

To binge is
something else.

Some of us lose the harmony
with nature we were born

with. Warning signs include
obsession with food, repetitive

and painful overeating,
self-induced vomiting, too

many laxatives, unreasonable
physical exercise. The

Willough at Naples can help
you restore the inner voice
that lets you distinguish

between the need for food and
a learned need to act

self-destructively.

Phone 1-800-722-0100

'r[~ r.

~-~ Willough
AT NAPLES

9001 Tamiami 'lYail East
Naples, FL 33962
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implementing accident prevention
and disability management efforts.
Consider two studies from the
Upjohn Institute for Employment
Research based in Kalamazoo,
Mich. The first study surveyed a
sample of Michigan companies and
concluded that the most accident-
prone employers reported 10 times
as many comp claims as the least
accident-prone. The second study
concluded "disability can be man-
aged, and those who do it well can
expect to be rewarded with lower
disability costs, more satisfied
workers, greater productivity, and
ultimately, higher profits." Both
studies distinguished low-claims
companies from high-claims com-
panies. The most significant
characteristics of low-claims com-
panies included "aggressive pro-
grams of accident prevention and
early return to work for injured
employees, undergirded by active
safety leadership from top man-
agement and apeople-oriented
work environment characterized
by open communication, positive
work relationships, and high
employee morale."6

The EAP's Role in Disability
Management
EAP professionals have proven
their value in behavioral health
management. These skills can be
easily transferred to the disability
milieu. Their role in disability
management may include early
identification of employees in need
of assistance, assessment, case
management, evaluation of work
capacity, rehabilitation, counsel-
ing, workplace accommodations
for disabled employees, and
assisting companies employing
disabled persons.

The Americans wit11 Disabilities
Act (ADA) also places EAP pro-
fessionals in a unique position to
help companies employ disabled
workers. The ADA prohibits
discrimination against disabled
individuals in hiring and makes it
illegal for an employer to force a
worker's early retirement due to
disability.' Patterned after the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the ADA
not only prohibits such discrimi-
nation, it obliges employers to
make reasonable attempts at job

accommodation for injured
employees.
As EAPs have long been manag-

ingproblems, such as alcohol and
other drug dependency, there is no
reason they cannot apply their skills
to the intervention of employees
with other disabilities. Under the
ADA, alcoholism and other drug
dependency is recognized as a
disability.
EAP professionals can act on

behalf of both employers and
employees by:
• Assisting in the recognition of

a disabling condition that may
affect performance;
• Helping impaired workers

explore future employment options;
• Acting as mediator between

the employee and employer in
seeking reasonable workplace
accommodations;
• Training supervisors to

provide appropriate criticism;
• Providing feedback to em-

ployees reentering the workforce;
• Supporting injured workers

with individual or family counsel-
ing; and,
• Providing information and

assistance to co-workers upon the
disabled worker's return to work.

External EAPs Offering a Workers'
Compensation Component
CompPsych, a Chicago-based EAP
provider, and United Healthcare
Cop. (UHC), a Minneapolis-based
EAP provider, have each devel-
oped aworkers' comp component
to help employers and injured
employees cope with the psycho-
logical and emotional aspects of
workplace injuries. Once
CompPsych is notified of an injured
worker, a CompAssist counselor
contacts the employee, conducts an
assessment of the related emotional
issues, and provides follow-up.

UHC's Workers' Compensation
Assistance Program provides
counselors trained in workers'
compensation issues to act as
liaisons between injured employ-
ees and claims adjusters. Phil Dell,
UHC's vice president of marketing
and sales, said the program's goal
is "improved relations between
employees and adjusters, which, in
turn, speeds claims procedures,
keeps employees happy, and helps
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avoid lawsuits born of frustration
with the workers' comp process."8

Unlike the traditional EAP pro-
cess, both programs initiate first
contact with injured employees.
UHC's counselors contact employ-
ees after notification of claim
within 48 hours to help with the
claims process, deter-mine if they
are pleased with their medical
care, and ensure that they are
following the proscribed treat-
ment. Around-the-clock nursing
and counselor assistance is avail-
able. The Workers' Compensation
Assistance Program can be pur-
chased separately or as part of
UHC's OPTUM Human Risk
Management Services.

Companies Using EAPs in
Disability Management
In 1991, the Associates Corporation
of North America contracted with
California's Managed Health
Network (MHN) to manage its
mental health and chemical depen-
dency claims. ADallas-based
financing and insurance firm,
Associates' behavioral health claims
exceeded 10% of their medical
claims in 1990. As a result of the
contract with MHN, the company
saved over $1.5 million in behav-
ioral health coverage. Harry
Reynolds, Associates' vice presi-
dent, attributes the savings to the
EAP's case management and utili-
zation review efforts.9 Before the
contract, there were no controls over
leaves of absence or the decision to
use inpatient or outpatient facilities.
Through MHN's case manage-
ment, medical leaves of absence
decreased from an average of 6
weeks to just 10 days.
The First National Bank of

Chicago reported an average psych-
iatric medical leave of 47.7 days in
1988. Acting upon their concern,
the bank placed its internal EAP in
charge of monitoring short-term
disability cases. The results proved
successful. The average length of
disability dropped to 30.4 days in
1989 and even lower in 1990.10 The
EAP monitored the appropriateness
of the leave, maintained contact
with the employee to ensure
proper care, and helped coordinate
the employee's return to work. If
necessary, an employee's work
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"One in six violent crimes
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schedule was modified and
meetings with supervisors or co-
workers were scheduled to ease
the transition back to the work-
place. To ensure that employees
were not returning to work pre-
maturely, recidivism rates before
and after case management were
compared. According to the bank's
EAP director, Daniel J. Conti, the
rates were almost identical.
W.W. Gay Mechanical Contrac-

tors of Jacksonville, Fla., spent $2
million on workers' comp premi-
ums in 1990. Within two years of
instituting a drug testing program;
insurance claims dropped to
$264,000. The types of drug testing
imposed were pre-employment,:
post-accident, for-cause; fitness-for-
duty, follow-up, and at-random."
Employees failing a drug test are
suspended for one-week and re-
quired to meet with the company's
EAP for evaluation. The employee
must then follow the EAP's recom-
mendations and submit to another
urine screen before reinstatement.
If the employee fails the screen a
second time or drops out of coun-
seling, he or she faces aneight-week

suspension and further counseling.
A third positive test leads to dis-
missal. Gay's program has proven
effective in accident prevention
and cost containment. Some states
are considering offering financial
incentives to companies that impose
drug testing. Florida offers a 5%
premium discount on workers' com-
pensation for companies that re-
quire drug testing. The law, passed
in 1990, also denies workers' comp
benefits to employees who test po-
sitive for drugs after an accident.

Conclusion
'The challenge currently facing EAPs
is active self-advocacy in the area
of disability management. Studies
show that EAP involvement in risk-
management is appropriate and
cost-effective. The Employee
Assistance Professionals Association
(EAPA) has supported the coordi-
nation of EAPs with workers' comp
programs. Following Florida's lead,
as mentioned above, the EAPA
Board of Directors passed a resolu-
tion in 1993 advocating workers'
comp premium discounts in all
states where businesses establish a

drug-free workplace along with
EAP services.

Dr. Bob Constante, director of
risk management for the State of
Maryland's workers' comp fund,
also recognizes the advantages of
including the EAP in their risk
management program. The Injured
Worker's Insurance Fund is a
workers' comp carrier for "high-
risk" employers and State of
Maryland employees. The fund
promotes EAP utilization to its
30,000 clients. Dr. Constante per-
haps sums it up best: "Our experi-
ence has shown that if an employer
implements an EAP, he will control
the injury rate. Astressed-out work-
force is an occupational hazard, a
time-bomb waiting to detonate."1z

Time is short. EAP membership
organizations and associations must
continue blazing the trail for our in-
clusion in disability management. ■
See page 54 for a list of references.

Lisa Shamie, MSW, is a recent graduate of
Wayne State University's MSW Program,
Detroit, Mich., and serves as a research
assistant for the Multi-Resource Center,
Southfield, Mich. She has five years experi-
ence in chemical dependency and mental
health treatment.

Stress is a factor in 90% of all illness. Lower Back pain, the single largest cause of employee absenteeism,
isfrequently astress-related syndrome.

With facts like these we decided to create a truly comprehensive stress management tool for EAPs and
HR people to use in the workplace. It is a breakthrough in the field because it will allow you to identify and

help resolve stress-induced problems before you
call inexpensive health professionals.

' • • Our Stress Management Kit includes:
a definitive background on stress, what causes it,

~ ~ ~ , ~ how it manifests itself, and what role you can play
to help resolve it; eight professional assessment

~ , ~ , ~ , tools to determine where the stress is coming
from, with complete instructions for
administration and interpretation by
you: attention-getting posters;

Stressdots~(a Uiofeedback tool that helps teach the employees how to identify and reduce the ,;_
stress response); a complete library of audio tapes and pamphlets on these subjects: stress and
nutrition; stress management for; many types of chronic pain (lower back, ueck/shoulder,
migraine etc.), panic/anxiety, respiratory problems, gastrointestinal problems, pre-and
post-natal care, time management, presentation arixiety, commuter stress and more.

This kit was created with the help of three expert EAP/Managed care administrators in
the business and healthcare fields. So it is custom tailored to your needs. And it was written
by stress expert Dr. L. John Mason, noted consultant, lecturer and author.

71~ere's nothing else like iti Its eve ~n ou need.For more information call today. ~ ~j ~ .
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Built From Scratch
DuPont reengineered its three health care-related functions—EAP,2~Wellness, and Medical—under a single umbrella called Integrated
Health Care. The chemical giants commitment is a leading example
of the benefits of behavior risk management.

Rudy M. Yundrick

U.S. Oil Uses a Survey Tool to Manage its "Human Factors"
In 1988, U.S. Oil knew it had to move toward behavior risk manage-31 ment to remain competitive. The solution: The Human Factors
Inventory and Audit, believed to be the only survey process to
measure work climate, personal stress, and employee health risks.

Rudy M. Yundrick

Organizational Behavior:
Successful People, Successful Organizations

Benefits management is a two-way stree4. Writes the author, "For

33 every question about how an employee gains from a benefit, thereshould be an accompanying question about how the organization's
interest is served."

Clenn Murphy
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We're Ever whey

Making a Statement of Mutual Respect
"Employees are our most valuable resource" may sound3~cliche. But read how an organization's value statement can
convey trust, respect, and reflect the management of
behavioral risks.

James M. Oher, CF.~IP, CSW, NCYsyA
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15,000 board Ce~tifie~ C~nical Social Workers'~~
Licensed, On-Line, Re-Certified Annually, and meeting

the Mental Health Care needs of Companies and Consumers Nationwide.

Board Certified Diplomate (BCD) clinical social workers provide services under hundreds of
behavioral/substance-abuse programs. 90% of BCDs have 10-plus years of experience. To
subscribe ($100) to ABECSW information services—Directory of BCDs, Supplement, ABEnet
on-line referral service--call 1-301-587-1459 or send a check to the American Board of Examiners
in Clinical Social Work , 8484 Georgia Avenue, Suite 800, Silver Spring, MD 20910.
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by Rudy M. Yandrick

DuPont delegates as mu
decision-making authorit
from headquarters as po
operating more like four

~ ~ l~r)~ i

DuPont reengineered its
EAP and Integrated
Health Care functions.
Here's how they did it.

hen corporations
reengineer, it always means
job consolidations, austerity
budget cuts and massive

work overload. Right? Don't tell that
to the Integrated Health Care (IHC)
staff at DuPont. This Wilmington,
Delaware-based chemical giant—which
put its EAP, medical and wellness
functions through the same rigorous

value analysis as its bread-
~ and-butter operations—has

seen the wisdom of

Ch 
broadening the functions
most responsible for

y keeping employee produc-
tivity high and many of its

ssible, non-production-based costs
in check.

DuPont's EAP under-
went a reengineering
process beginning in 1989,
which was repeated for all
of its health care-related
functions (including EAP)
beginning in 1991. The

~ result is a tripartite of
programs that have been renamed
"competencies": EAP, Wellness, and
Medical (see "The Division of Labor,"
page 28). The EAP has expanded from
six substance abuse counselors in 1988
to a multidisciplinary staff of 64 today.
Occupational medicine has downsized
from 165 in 1992 to 127 full-time and

regional companies than a
large, national Fortune 10
company.
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28 part-time medical professionals. The
Wellness program has hired 19 site-
based consultants in a new program
built from scratch. IHC's management
team has 14 individuals—four regional
managers from each competency, IHC
director Robert L. Wright, and Dr.
Bruce W. Karrh, the IHC vice president
to whom they report.

In a behavior risk management para-
digm, DuPont's Work/Life staff, which
like IHC reports to the vice president of
human resources but through a separate
chain of command, includes an additional
three staff members. The Work/Life
staff, however, has no solid-line work
relationships with the IHC competencies.

EAP Reengineering
According to Paul Heck, a regional EAP
manager who works out of DuPont's
Troy, Michigan-based Automotive
Products Division, "What made the ex-
perience at DuPont different than what
I've seen in other companies is that,
instead of sending in budget militia to
redesign the work, it dispatched the
equivalent of research Si development
teams." The EAP was the first function
reengineered. Until 1989, it was strictly
a substance abuse program and had
very limited outreach. Karrh, then the
vice president of safety, health &
environmental affairs, saw the positive
results of the substance abuse program,
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The Division of Labor
Tasks related to behavior risk management at DuPont are
performed primarily by the EAP, Medical (site physicians and
nurses), Wellness, and the Work/Life program. The first
three functions are housed in Integrated Health Care (IHC)
while the Work/Life program is separate and distinct, housed
in the Human Resources Division of DuPont Human
Resources. The following lists the tasks performed primarily by
the three IHC competencies and the Work/Life program.
EAP Site Staff
• Circuit ride: employee assistance counselors serve multiple

sites
• Participate in site and regional IHC task teams
• Plan, develop and implement education and training

programs for sites, e.g. EAP orientation, supervisor
training, specialized need programs

• Coordinate and deliver mental health/substance abuse
(MH/SA) crisis intervention

~ Assess MH/SA needs of clients, motivate clients to pursue
referral

• Provide access to enhanced EAP (MH/SA) Benefit
• Coordinate MH/SA services between client, provider,

third~party administrator and supervision
•Monitor client progress and compliance with treatment

recommendations
• Consult with supervision on MH/SA cases involving (1)

management referrals, (2) threats of violence to self and
others, and (3) disability

• Provide critical incident debriefing, when appropriate
• Develop and implement site-speafic EAP plan
t Coordinate site EAP activities with other site IHC

competencies
• Consult with work organizations (within DuPont) about

the behavioral health of the organization
Medical Staff (selected responsibilities)
Site Physicians and Physician Assistants
• Circuit ride: serve multiple sites
• Disability management: Long-term, short-term
t Diagnosis and treatment of work-related injuries and illness
• Fitness-for-duty/return-to-work exams
• Medical review officer function
• Active role on site safety and ergonomic teams, including

plant walk-throughs
• Resource/advisor to site management on medical,

medicolegal and safety issues
• Individual counseling of high-risk employees on

ergonomics, back health, etc.
• Managed care committee resource
Nursing Staff
~ Wellness appraisal: clinical assessment, testing, screening
& referral

• Health discussions/one-on-one facilitation
• Nealth education messages/health campaigns
• Support physicians in injury management
• Support disability management: record keeping &case

management
Wellness Staff
t Circuit ride: Serve multiple sites
• Site assessments: Past/present/future wellness program

needs
• Site-by-site wellness plan development based on

adaptation to site work culture
• Coordinate &deliver the Self Care/Health Consumerism

program
• Plan, develop &deliver training on the Preventative Care

Benefit
• Participate in ergonomic programs—work hardening,

exercise recommendations
• Help facilitate Wellness Appraisal follow up with behavior

change education
Work/Life Staff
This program is separate and distinct from IHC but may still
be considered a part of DuPonYs behavior risk management
activities. Responsibilities include oversight of policies and
practices related to:
• Family leave
• Flexible work practices, including part-time work, job

sharing, job splitting, flextime, flexplace, compressed
work week, extended work week, sabbaticals, and
phased retirement

• Dependent care resource, referral and consultation
• Flying Colors, a program that helps child care providers

located in DuPont communities attain national accreditation
~ Information dissemination and consultation to the

company regarding the impact of the Americans with
Disabilities Act

• Work/family committees, which provide site activities
such as summer camps, parenting classes, support
groups, and others. There are over 50 committees
throughout the company.
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but knew the program wasn't equipped
to handle psychological cases, managed
care activities, disability management,
organizational interventions, computer-
ized information management and other
activities the company expected of a
contemporary corporate EAP.

DuPont assembled an interdisciplinary
EAP task team, consisting of employee
relations representatives, asenior man-
ager, EAP staff, plant-based employees,
and two prominent EAP consultants.
The team wrote a new EAP mission—to
help employees function optimally while
containing behavioral health costs—
which is in concordance with the cor-
porate mission. The reengineering
process started in 1991 and led to first
introduction of the rebuilt EAP in 1991.
It included these steps:
• Initial design created by the

interdisciplinary EAP task team. The
program components earmarked for in-
dividual analysis were: assessment &
referral, critical incident stress debriefing,
management consultation, organiza-
tional consultation, crisis intervention,
case management, utilization review,
preferred provider network development,
and maintenance (i.e. "800" crisis line).
• Review by plant managers partici-

pating in geographical cluster groups,
who then discussed the proposed design
with managers and employee groups at
local plant sites. The plant managers
then submitted feedback to the task team.
• Modifications developed and incor-

porated in the design by the task team.
• Review of the modified design by

the Plant Managers Sounding Board,
comprised of site managers representing
a cross section of DuPont business units.
(When significant proposals are floated
within the company, approval of the
Sounding Board is commonly sought.)

•Approval by DuPont's senior
management.
• Budget approval and plan

implementation.
Three major changes occurred in the

EAP, which Heck describes as "the
primary manager of behavioral risk at
DuPont." First, the benefit was en-
hanced and restructured to emphasize
flexibility in the types of care provided.
(In fact, mental health and substance
abuse coverages were renamed the
"EAP Benefit.") Second, the EAP was

designated to manage the enhanced
benefit. Third, the EAP assumed the
managed behavioral health care
functions for all employees and depen-
dents electing to use the benefit. The
EAP, which uses athree-session
assessment-and-referral model, also
began to focus client work on function-
ality instead of high-cost, long-term
psychotherapy, which was shown to
yield limited work-related improve-
ments. To do this, the EAP began
evaluating clients based on Axes IV and
V of the DSM-IIIR, which address
Severity of Psychosocial Stressors and
Global Assessment of Functioning
(GAF), the latter of which evaluates
well-being partially based on a person's
occupational functioning.

An EAP Case Management Informa-
tion System (ECMIS), which integrates
all employee assistance activity through-
out the corporation, was also designed
and implemented. Heck says the most
consequential step, though, was to keep
both managerial and direct EAP
services in-house in order to make the
greatest possible contribution to the
organizational culture.

IHC Reengineering
While the EAP upgrade brought it up
to speed with many other corporate
programs of the day, on a daily basis it
was still not fully integrated with line
management or other employee and
dependent resources. That changed
with the second round of reengineering
that began in 1991 and resulted in the
introduction of IHC a year later.

By the end of 1990, DuPont decided
that health care cost escalation was a
critical issue in its continued ability to
turn a profit. Cost accountability, then,
became the underpinning of IHC's mis-
sion, which is "to provide a healthy,
productive work force through a
managed health care approach which
integrates DuPont medical expertise
and programs with health care benefits
management in a way that provides a
competitive business advantage."

The IHC reengineering occurred in
four steps, performed at the direction of
contracted benefits consultants, including:
• Appointment and deliberation of

Health Options Task Teams (HOT Teams),
comprised of all levels of management
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(including plant managers), and site HR,
benefits, medical, EAP, and wellness
staff. They appointed two team leaders
and divided into three HOT Teams—
Preventive Orientation/Roles and
Responsibilities, Focus on Quality, and
Management of Health-Related Absences—
and met five times in Wilmington
between May and October 1992.
• The HOT Teams submitted recom-

mendations that were reviewed by the
Plant Managers Sounding Board, then
approved by senior management. The
recommendations were made based on
results from quantitative and qualitative
questionnaires, on•site interviews with
employees and management, team
analysis, and preliminary reviews. The
recommendations were based on
DuPont's Continuous Improvement
Criteria, which are used to guide all
corporate reengineering activities.
• Following critique by the Sounding

Board and senior management, develop-
ment of a final plan by the HOT Teams.
• Budget approval and plan

implementation.
Operating within this framework,

IHC has five medium-range missions:
(1) implementation of managed care at
75% of DuPonYs U.S. sites by the end of
1995; (2) an enhanced prevention and
wellness program; (3) increased cost
sharing with employees and retirees;
(4) a commitment to continued health
care benefits for pensioners and survi-
vors; and (5) increased participation in
the national health care reform debate.
The company seeks to save $550 million
over the first four years, from 1994-97,
in cost avoidance.

Even with a strong managed care
focus to EAP and Medical activities, IHC
considers prevention to be a higher level
of performance than early intervention,
since cost avoidance is preferable to cost
containment. "We have made substantial
investment in employee education, man-
agement education, supervisor training,
and complex lifestyle assessments, which
are also available to family members as
well as employees," says Heck. "They
are not only essential to promulgate our
prevention message, they are fundamen-
tal to our organizational culture."

Accident avoidance is included in the
definition of prevention at DuPont, which
is widely regarded as the safest industrial
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company in the U.S. "We consider the •Bimonthly meetings of the 12
behavioral health of employees to have regional managers and IHC director
significant impact on safety. IYs impact is in Wilmington.
felt in terms of morale, avoidance of •Meetings of regional management
work stoppages, and the reputation of teams, as needed.
the company," explains Heck. Eventually, says Heck, the pinnacle

of integration will be interchangeability
Decentralized Orientation among the managers, so that any one
In order to tailor its regional manager
IHC services to is able to perform
where employees

pawl Heck
the administrative

and line managers, duties of any other.
or "customers," live Regional EAP The adhesive
and work, DuPont Manager ..K,Bi holding the entire
delegates as much - IHC system in
decision-making `~ ' place, though, is a
authority from ",,.instead of '' ̀  new o~er~ora
headquarters as sendlllg i11 management
possible, operating

budget mill-
information system

more like four that houses the
regional companies tla t0 Y2de- software packages
than a large, Slgri th2 used by each of the
national Fortune 10 three competenciesFork, (DuPont) dispatchedcompany. There are (including ECMIS).
good reasons fora the equivalent of research & it allows for data
decentralized development teams." integration and
orientation to provides the
service delivery. objective outcomes
DuPont's Northeast Region, for ex- information by which IHC's can be held
ample, is concentrated along the accountable and improved upon.
Wilmington-Philadeluhia corridor. with
22,000 of the company's 70,000 U.S.
employees within a 90-mile radius. On
the other hand, the Mid-America region
that Paul Heck covers includes 44 sites
in 22 states. The staff members of each
competency are usually multi-site, with
continuous road travel.

In daily operation, the IHC competen-
cies are coordinated and integrated
through numerous formal and informal
points of contact between competency
staff and their regional managers, and
between the regional managers and
leadership at headquarters. For example,
the Mid-America region's contacts include:
•Formal meetings for the purpose

of cross referrals among competency
staff locally.
• Informal meetings locally, since

staff of the three competencies often
share offices.
• Monthly meetings of the staff

of each competency in Troy, usually
with interaction among the three
competencies.
• Annual meetings of each compe-

tency in Wilmington.

A Process, Not an Event
DuPont's management expects high per-
formance from its IHC engine, as it does
with any of its significant investments.
Performance is being measured by: (1)
adherence to IHC's budget; (2) the $550
million cost-avoidance target; (3) bench-
marking results, with frame-of reference
companies on health care cost increases;
(4) DuPont's health care cost increase
trend line; and (5j' DuPont's progress in
reducing specified health risks among
the covered population. Cost and
outcomes data will be crunched for the
first time later this year.

"Information management will cer-
tainly guide our decision making on the
direction that IHC takes in the future.
It closes the feedback loop that behavior
risk managers need to make good quality-
improvement decisions," says Heck.
"DuPont requires objective data from all
of its divisions and departments on how
well they are performing, and how they
are using the data to improve. Reengineer-
ing is not aone-time event; it's continu-
ous, and we're committed to it." ■
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Discover America s Fastest
~rowin EAP n Mana ea

Behavioral Healthcare Com anp Y
loin the Winning Team
■ Mental Health Professionals
■ Provider Networks
■ EAP Affiliates
■ Chemical Dependency Counselors
■ Treatment Providers

You are invited to join an exciting, fast-grow-
ing company offering services to the largest
EAP and managed care clients in America.

As a member ofi our team, we will train you to
provide a high level of quality services to our
clients. Our professional support staff will
assist you in understanding the various health
benefit plans available to our client company
employees. We will familiarize you with our
procedures designed to help troubled individu-
als first by identifying them, then by assessing
their condition, referring them to an appropri-
ate and approved resource for help, and fol-
lowing through to see that their problem has
been resolved. Some individuals may require
crisis counseling or short-term problem solving
counseling.

Health Management Systems of America
is a managed behavioral healthcare company
providing services to a number of private and
public corporations across the United States.
We provide a full range of EAP and managed
behavioral services, including training, labor
and management consulting, and health
promotion activities. Our staff of master's
level clinicians and affiliate providers deliver
assessment, short-term counseling, referral,
and case management services on both a
fee-for-service and capitated basis.

All of these facfiors combine to place HMSA
among the nation's leaders in employee i
assistance and managed behavioral healthcare ~~
companies.

If you are licensed or a licensed provider in
your respective field and are interested in
learning more about HMSA, please fax your
resume or call for a provider packet.

20811 Kelly Road, Suite 100 Eastpointe, Michigan 48021 Phone: (810) 773-3000 Fax: (810) 773-3492

OUR QUALITY PROGRAMS HAVE PUT US ON THE MAP
Circle #17 on Reader Service Card

1~/~ETH~DS:
U.S. Oil Uses a Surve Tooly
t o Ma n a(~' e I t s ~~ ~~

O

Bill Kessenich,
manager of training
and development,
U.S. Oil

John Kamp, director
of human factors
loss control, St. Paul
Fire and Marine
Insurance Company
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ill Kessenich can still remem-
ber the days when "beer in the
rear" on a Friday afternoon was
the norm at U.S. Oil, a Com-

bined Locks, Wisconsin-based company.
That was eight years ago, when this
wholesale distributor of petroleum,
automotive and lubricant products was
primed for explosive business growth.
"At the time, we were really in the

dark ages with our personnel policies,
and that had me worried," says
Kessenich, the manager of training and
development for U.S. Oil's 800 employees,
commonly called "associates." "We
needed to do a baseline assessment of
what our needs were and define the areas
where interventions with our associates
would be appropriate. At that time, we
had no EAP, no wellness program, and
almost no policies regulat-
ing behavior. We literally
had to put an end to this
from a risk management
standpoint in order to be
viable as agrowth-oriented
company."

In 1988, U.S. Oil's risk
manager was in contract
negotiations with its in-
surer, St. Paul Fire and
Marine Insurance Com-
pany, based on St. Paul,
Minnesota. The insurance
carrier had a product, the
Human Factors Inventory
and Audit, which measures
emnlovee and or~aniza-

tional effectiveness. Human Factors is
believed to be the only evaluation tool
which combines the measurement tech-
niques of awork-climate survey, personal-
stress evaluation, and health risk ap-
praisal. The Inventory and Audit are
completed by a work organization's
employees and management, respectively,
then scored by St. Paul's human factors
loss control group. St. Paul then recom-
mends to the client company a variety
of options—programs, services and
benefits—which help it to maximize
productivity and minimize losses due to
"human factors."

According to St. Paul's director of
human factors loss control, John Kamp,
Ph.D., "Employees' attitudes and
behaviors have a big role to play in
corporate performance. But not all

Before &After
Tracking Improvement in
U.S. Oil's Inventory Scores
The following are subscale scores for the "Work Stressors" section of the Human
Factors Inventory. The lower the score, the more favorable the result. The national
average is 50. 55

46 46 
51 50 48 

53 50 
49

45 43 43

WL CH SP WR PP OC

WL = Workload SP = Supervision PP = Personnel Practices
CH = Challenge WR = Working Relations OC = Organizational Culture

❑ = Scores from 1990 HFI ~ =Scores from 1994 Inventory
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employers appreciate the two-way, cause-
and-effect nature of the work relationship.
We designed Human Factors with em-
ployee and organizational elements to
enable companies to see and understand
those relationships. An example we con-
sistently see is how companies that
skimp on spending to promote employee
safety, health and morale end up paying
more in workers' compensation costs than
more ̀ employee-friendly' companies."

The Human Factors Inventory is a
130-question survey taken by employees
that measures work stressors, personal
life stressors, lifestyle risks, employee
strain and organizational losses. Each
question is answered using afive-point
response scale. The Human Factors
Audit—which is usually completed by
managers with responsibility for health
care, safety, risk management and other
areas—measures organizational perfor-
mance in the following six areas, with
subscales in parens:

I. Employee Health Promotion (em-
ployee education, health screening, or-
ganizational resources, formal organiza-
tional support).

II. Alcohol/Drugs (education,
screening/monitoring, resources, formal
organizational support)

III. Stress Management (education,
organizational practices/resources,
formal organizational support)

IV. Employee Assistance Programs
(range of services, availability of services,
supervisory referral, associate awareness/
utilization)

V. Safety Programs (behavioral
safety, driving safety, healthy back,
return-to-work)

VI. Other Programs (preemployment
screening, employee counterproductivity,
legal, video display terminals)

U.S. Oil has taken the Inventory and
Audit biannually since 1988, with over-
all results improving each time. In
chart 1 (see page 31), the company's
performance is shown for the five sub-
scales of the Work Stressors section of
the Audit. Chart 2 (see below) shows
performance ratings in each section of
the Inventory. U.S. Oil's findings are
shown relative to national averages
compiled by St. Paul, which are de-
noted by a score of 50 for each section.

Through several iterations of the
Inventory and Audit process, U.S. Oil
has made impressive strides toward its
organizational goals. The Inventory
and Audit show, for example, that the
greatest disparity between U.S. Oil's
rating and national averages established
by St. Paul was in the area of alcohol
consumption, making it the company's
#1 organizational risk. From the find-
ings, U.S. Oil eliminated drinking at its
work sites and promoted alcohol aware-
ness. (Inventory scores for employee
substance use as a lifestyle risk have
improved to 57 in 1994 from 63 in
1990, with 0 being the most favorable
score.) Because it had ahigher-than
average group of smokers, it also
established asmoke-free environment.

U.S. Oil's programming changes
have been motivated by "a sense of
wellness and productivity enhancement
that we wanted to promote in our work
force," says Kessenich. U.S Oil created
a wellness task force in 1989 and
assigned a benefits staff person to

Before &After
Tracking Improvement in ~
U.S. Oil's Audit Scores
The following are scores for each of the six sections of the Human Factors Audit.
The higher the score, the more favorable the result. 99
The national average is 50. 97

95

86 
91

84
56 ~~ 66

45 42
38

Employee Alcohol/ Stress EAP Sa(ety Oiher
Health Drug Management

Promotion ❑ =1990 ~ =1994
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manage programming
activities, which include
monthly fitness and well-
ness education programs,
for which points are
accrued for attendance
and serve as the basis for
health insurance pre-
mium reductions. Addi-
tional points are given for
exercising three or more
times per week and not
smoking. General health
screenings, and blood and
cholesterol screenings, are
regularly given.

Other changes included

implementation of an EAP, whose
activities are focused on (1) associate
education for the purpose of early
behavioral-problem identification, (2)
liability containment, and (3) health
care cost containment. U.S. Oil learned
after its 1992 Inventory and Audit—
which occurred about six months after
the Clarence Thomas nomination
hearings in the U.S. Senate—that female
associates felt somewhat intimidated by
the attitudes of male coworkers, so the
company publicized and reaffirmed its
policy on sexual harassment. Some new
wrinkles were added to the orientation
program for new associates, which was
also put on tape for outlying locations,
an indirect result of the Inventory. The
wellness committee also evaluates
health care reform proposals at the
federal and state levels and expresses its
views to lawmakers on behalf of the
company.

Finally, U.S. Oil has implemented a
computerized tracking system for
workers' compensation claims, and
hired a person to manage claims in-house
and mount an aggressive accident
prevention and back-to-work program
for associates out on disability. Conse-
quently, U.S. Oil's experience-modifier
rating, determined by the state's workers'
compensation bureau, has dropped to
.63, vastly better than the score of 1.0
for awell-run company.
A family-owned company; U.S. Oil has

continued to participate in the Inventory
and Audit because the company contin-
ues to change. According to Kessenich,
"We are presently transitioning from
one generation of leadership to the next
and have been mindful of statistics show-
ing that 85% of family-owned businesses
fail to make this change successfully. We
have been receiving help from family-
business consultants, but are balancing
that with efforts to more effectively man-
age our associates. In this way, Human
Factors has helped us a great deal." ■
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ORGANIZATIONAL, BEHAVIOR:

access u
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r an iz~ bons
by Glenn Murphy

Glenn Murphy is president
of G. Murphy &Associates,
a Chicago-based risk
management consulting
firm specializing in em-
ployee benefits.
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he management tidal wave of the
1980s was human resource
management. In the 1990s, it is
giving ground to organizational

behavior modification emphasizing pro-
ductivity, total quality management, per-
sonal empowerment, continuous learning,
and new leadership styles. Where the pre-
vailing business leadership style has
been hierarchical, authoritarian control
of dependent workers, it now stresses
coaching or counseling employees who
work independently or interdependently
with others.
Some of these management concepts

are actually several decades old, but they
were in a period of gestation prior to their
deployment in recent years. For example,
personal empowerment began during the
1970s with compensation and benefits.
Incentive compensation, profit sharing,
employee stock ownership, flexible com-
pensation, and cafeteria benefits are a
few of its earlier renditions. Its emergence
now is based on social and technological
change, the support wires for most of
today's organizational behavior manage-
ment practices.

At the same time, interpersonal work
relationships are changing: from depen-
dence to codependence to interdepen-
dence to synergy. Stephen Covey's The
Seven Habits of Successful People, the
change-awareness bible for many compa-
nies, preaches a simple message: success-
ful people make successful organizations.l
To change the organization, he says, you
need to help individuals understand and
embrace new paradigms.

Executives seem to be getting the
message that organizational culture
change doesn't happen by fiat. For
example, Peter Senge's The Fifth
Discipline, which details the commit-
ment of continuous learning over 5 to 15
(or even more) years in order to suc-
cessfully empower individuals within
major corporations, is considered re-
quired reading.2 His exemplary com-
panies include Royal Dutch Shell, Herman
Miller, and Hanover Insurance, who
"walk their talk" with a consistent
change process—emphasizing the
challenges and opportunities—while
providing ongoing training and decision
support systems to help team members
embrace the responsibilities that accom-
pany empowerment.

Focusing Attention on Behavior Risk
Management
Behavior risk management, which speaks
to the issue of meeting organizational
objectives even as it provides individual
support programs, services and benefits,
facilitates change by focusing on transi-
tion from:
• Entitlement to productivity.
•Encouraging dependence to

independence and interdependence.
• Allowing work and family stress to in-

crease to taking measures to decrease ik
• Continuing to reward accidents and

sickness to promoting personal and
financial well-being.
• Short-term cost management to

long-term productivity.
continued on page 36
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geh~vior T
Benefit Manager Allocation Summary

Glenn Murphy says that managers of behavioral risk should develop resource allocation summaries for relevant programs,
services and benefits. As a risk management consultant specializing in employee benefits, he uses the following list to show
the process of compiling information for a summary, which includes the categories for which data are needed. The same
process can be used by EAP professionals and others doing a resource allocation summary for managing behavioral risk.

MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW
• Total annual actual expenditure vs. projected budget by benefit program.
• Monthly or bimonthly cost, reserves, investment, etc., by benefit program.
•Review of participant enrollment materials and summary plan descriptions.
• Existence of service-provider evaluation and audit process.

PHASE I—DATA COMPILATION, INTEGRATION AND AUDIT
~ Matrices of benefit plan utilization by employee/participant demographics of age, service, income and location,

showing:
— Retirement savings by percentage of pay and investment options.
— Paid time off and disability amounts of benefit paid and incurred by cause and/or diagnosis.
— Workers' compensation benefits paid and incurred by cause and/or diagnosis.
— Health benefits paid and incurred by cause and/or diagnosis.
— Survivors' benefits paid and/or incurred by cause and/or diagnosis.
— Educational reimbursement by amount of benefit paid and incurred.
— Child and/or elder care by amount of benefits.
— Credit union by amount of saving, accumulation and loans.
— Other programs.
— Summary of total benefit expenditures.

•Identification of Pareto group (largest 15% of benefits utilizers) for each benefits program, in descending order by
dollar amount.

• Identification of chronic illness group, in descending dollar amount.
• Pareto and chronic-illness groups' individual and family benefit payment, integrated on all benefits plans by descending

dollar amounts.
• Evaluation of participants utilization impact on plan design, cost, alignment with benefit plan mission statement, and

goals.
• Process audit of benefit payment and administration.
• Audit of employee orientation, participant enrollment, and decision support programs and process.
• Audit of plan documents, administrative policy/procedures, and service-provider contracts.
• Evaluation of service providers' cost impact.

PHASE II—RISK MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS
• Identification of non-utilizers group in health, saving/investment, education and other programs, by employee demo-

graphic classifications.
• Identification of behavioral issues in Pareto and chronic-illness groups.
• Determination of plan design, funding, communication, and administrative impact on employee/participant utilizers.
• Participant feedback on benefit design, funding allocation, communication and administration.
•Win-win review of sponsor and owner participants' priorities, based on measurements of personal and organizational

well-being
— Participants' personal and financial well-being risk appraisals.
— Organizational well-being risk analysis.
—Human resource recruitment, training, development and retention analysis.
— Income statement on benefits for current and past three to five years.
— Balance sheet on benefits using Pareto and chronic-illness group analysis.

• Evaluation of governance plan for achieving benefit plan's mission statement, goals and measurements for future
benefit plan resource allocation.
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James M. Oher, CEAP,
CSW, NCPsyA, is founder
and managing director of
J.M. Oher &Associates, a
Chappaqua, New York-
based consulting firm
specializing in employee
assistance, prevention,
managed health care and
human resources. He
previously was director of
EAPs for JC Penney and
the Veterans Administra-
tion, and health care man-
ager for Texaco, Inc.
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ver since the great post-World
War II industrial expansion,
most work organizations have
readily supported the adage

that "employees are our most valuable
resource." But given the environment
created by fierce international competi-
tion, impatient stockholders and sub-
sequent business restructuring, human
considerations are often forfeited as
companies struggle with change man-
agement and bottom-line, short-term
priorities.

In light of these realities, as employers
manage behavioral risks in ways that
help them meet organizational objectives,
one of the best ways of assuring that
the interests of employees and their
dependents are also protected is estab-
lishment and promulgation of a value
statement. The value statement is a set
of guiding principles observed by division
leaders and professionals involved in
managing behavioral risks throughout
the organization. It serves as a standard
against which a company can measure
its own behavior and, ideally, establish
and reinforce a positive work culture
built on trust. It can be an informal
contract or, to foster optimal commit-
ment, awritten agreement between the
employer and employees.

The value statement should be
balanced between the interested parties
and reflect: (1) employees' concerns,
which can be ascertained by anonymous
surveys and interviews; and (2) the organ-
ization's concerns about the external

world and marketplace, and its position
in it The following are suggested value-
statement passages reflecting the man-
agement of behavioral risks. The
company is fictitious.

The Aligned Priorities Unlimited
Company is committed to:
• According the same value to the

needs and general welfare of our em-
ployees as it does to the business and
financial goals of shareholders, executives
and customers.
• The prevention, early identification,

intervention and resolution of personal
and organizational problems which
potentially compromise our employees'
morale or effectiveness.
• The provision of assistance to help-

ing employees resolve personal prob-
lems following onset. However, this
effort is not a substitute for disciplinary
action that may have already been
initiated.
• The implementation of programs,

services and benefits which are effective
in reducing the costs employees incur
through excessive absenteeism, tardiness,
preventable health care conditions and
illnesses, and productivity losses. This
will be accomplished through reporting
and continuous quality improvement as
defined by our quality leadership team.
Individual employees will not be forced
into these programs, services and ben-
efits, although Aligned Priorities may
target segments of the company for
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promotion of them.
•The integration and redesign of

these programs, services and benefits by
the most efficient means possible with-
out compromising their integrity.
• The provision of assistance to our

employees with balancing the alternating
demands of work and family life.
• Respect for the ethnic, cultural

and gender differences of our employees,
and to equitably and sensitively address
interpersonal problems arising from
diversity issues.
• Raising the awareness of programs,

services and benefits—through customized
promotion and employee education—
which help manage behavioral risks.
• Respectfully observing the confi-

dentiality and privacy of our employees
and dependents who use programs, ser-
vices and benefits. These records are
protected by privacy and confidentiality
laws. Aligned Priorities will also abide
by the highest ethical standard provided
by selected health care and legal pro-
fessional boards.
• Avoidance or minimizing of organi-

zational activities that may be disruptive
to employees' lives, without first exploring
every alternative. These activities include
downsizing, relocating, and office and
plant closings.

One might wonder how high of a pri-
ority management will make out of
creating a value statement. However,
the value statement is a step worth
taking, especially since the concept of
behavior risk management is structured
around organizational priorities as

I opposed to employee entitlement. It
'' ensures that management and the work
force together have given thought and
consideration to the human factors that
have a pervasive influence on work
organizations and work relationships.

~~ Even as organizational leadership
changes, workers come and go, new
product lines are introduced, and
internal operations are modified, the
value statement can be an enduring
bond between employees and manage-
ment. It is a genuine reflection of
mutual respect. ■
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continued from page 33

Implementing a behavior risk manage-
ment strategy is entirely dependent on
management's commitment to whole-
cloth change. Management should ask
general questions (about organizational
mission) that lead to more specific ones
(about behavior risk management activ-
ities): What will my mission statement be
with regard to implementing a behavior
risk management strategy? Is the
strategy consistent with the company's
responsibility to customers, employees,
owners, and providers? How are these
reinforced and aligned in our benefit,
compensation, training, and human
resource strategy to achieve our organ-
izational goals in pursuit of our mission?
Is there an integrated database by which
to measure benefit participant utiliza-
tion, employee behavior and productiv-
ity, and the performance of the internal
and external service providers?

Benefits Management: A Slice of the Pie
One slice of the behavior risk manage-
ment pie is the benefits plan. An effec-
tive benefits plan needs to have these
components in place:
• a statement of management

philosophy, goals and measurements;
• a responsive, integrated batabase

having integrity (i.e. reliable data input,
compilation, and management reporting
capabilities):
• a plan design integrated with the

total compensation package, which is
focused on encouraging participants to
take responsibility for their personal and
financial well-being; and,
~ communications and administra-

tion systems focused on participant
advocacy, which is provided through
informed consumerism decision support.

The three most frequent barriers to
effective benefits management are: (1)
lack of ability to gather, integrate and
analyze data; (2) an undercapitalized and
inconsistent communications program;
and, (3) poor benefit entitlement design.
The first of these issues hinges on the
availability of an effective management
information system (which ideally should
be integrated with the data system used
by other behavior risk management
functions). The information management
system should allow the benefits man-
ager to produce resource allocation

summaries on participants' use of
programs, services, and benefits (see
exhibit on page 34). These summaries
enable benefits managers to quantify
the organization's progress toward
explicit goals and objectives. Similar
summaries can be prepared by other
functions involved in behavior risk
management.

Communication is the sine qua non
of all human behavior modification, be-
cause it creates an awareness of the shift
toward changes such as personal em-
powerment. It is the medium for educa-
tion, and it reinforces the message ne-
cessary for people to adopt new behav-
iors. Communication is expensive in
terms of the time it consumes, and
inadequate resource allocation is a
major barrier to any successful change
management program, but the results
are worth it. Think of it this way: a
communication program is the tangible
expression of the organization's level of
commitment to behavior risk manage-
ment and its goals.

"Entitlement' benefit design is based
on assumption of risk by the employer.
Its emphasis is on paying for accident,
sickness, disability, premature death, or
old age without any personal responsi-
bility and minimal, if any, economic
consequences to participants for their
behavior or lifestyle. By taking steps to
dissipate the climate of "entitlemenk"
objectives can be created which put a
premium on personal health and
productivity, as well as organizational
success emphasizing competitiveness
and employment growth. For every
question about how an employee gains
from a benefit, there should be an
accompanying question about how the
organization's interest is served.
behavior risk management. It's a learn-
ing process, but by starting out with
Covey's premise that successful people
make successful organizations, the
right decisions will follow. ■

hen R. Cove, The Seven Habits of
Effective People, Simon f~ Schuster:

ork, 1990.

2. Peter Senge, The Fifth Discipline: The Art
& Practice of the Learning Organization,
Doubleday: New York, 1990.
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No matter what information your employees or clients are
looking for, we've got you covered. That's because PRP Helping

Hand pamphlets cover the widest range of personal problems.

And because our pamphlets are used by organizations both

large and small, you can trust us for personal, one-om-one

attention and customer service.

Use this order form to select five free sample pamphlets of your

choice. After you see our pamphlets, you'll see that the PRA.'

difference is quality, selection, and service.

CHECK THE BOXES OF UP TO FIVE SAMPLES
YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE

HH-002 Stimulants

HH-003 Preventing Alcohol
& Other Drug Use

HH-004 Cocaine &Crack

HH-005 Marijuana

HH-006 Inhalants

HH-007 Hallucinogens

HH-008 Depression

HH-009 Codependence

HH-011 Sexually Transmitted
Diseases

HH-012 Eating Disorders

HH-013 Narcotics

HH-014 Youths, Alcohol, &
Other Drugs

HH-015 Tobacco

HH-016 Helping a Friend
with a Drinking Problem

HH-017 Drinking, Drugging
and Driving

HH-030 Substances and
Seniors

HH-031 Improving Family
Relations

HH-032 Children and
Divorce

HH-033 Coping with Grief
and Loss

HH-034 Improving Self
Esteem

HH-035 Living with
Someone Who is Depressed

HH-036 What is Post-
Traumatic Stress?

HH-037 Child Sexual Abuse

FAX THIS PAGE TO . • • g 10'5$8-6633

1-800-453-7733
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Performance Resource Press • 1863 Technology Drive ~ Troy, MI 48083 •FAX: 810-588-6633
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DOT-Mandated
Alcohol Prevention
Programs for Employers

This article provides employee assistance program (EAP)
professionals with an overview of the new federal law
and how to design and implement an Alcohol Prevention
program that meets or exceeds Department of Transpor-
tation (DOT) regulations. The law can be found in the
Federal Register of February 15, 1994 (Vol. 59, No. 31),
available through your local public or university library.

he Omnibus Transportation Employee Testing
Act of 1991 became Federal law on February 15,
1994. The Act affects five operating administra-
tions within the DOT: the Federal Aviation

Administration, Federal Highway Administration, Federal
Railway Administration, Federal Transit Authority, and
the Research and Special Program Administration.

The major changes to the current drug testing mandate
for DOT regulated entities are:
• alcohol testing will be conducted in addition to

tests for controlled substances;
• urine specimens must be collected using the "split

sample" method;
• supervisory training requirements must cover both

alcohol and other drug misuse; and,
• a much wider range of employees are subject to

testing.
Under the Act, three primary tools will be used to

ensure public safety by preventing alcohol misuse in the
transportation industry: prohibiting certain alcohol
related conduct; alcohol testing; and, supervisory and
employee education. The implementation of a company's
Alcohol Prevention Program commences January 1,
1995, for companies with 50 or more employees. A
two-year phase-in period is allowed for medium to
small companies.
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For many companies, drug
testing has become the rule, not
the exception. According to the
National Institute of Drug Abuse
(NIDA), substance abuse costs
U.S. companies upwards of $120
billion annually in lowered
productivity, lost time, medical
and liability insurance, and poor
quality products and services.

There are some 90 NIDA-
certified laboratories in the nation.
NIDA drug screens will withstand
legal challenges in the courts be-
cause they rely on back-up testing
procedures. NIDA tests have
rigorous requirements for specimen
integrity and chain of custody
documentation, both in the collec-

The Act requires
alcohol testing be co
by trained and pro
breath alcohol tech
(BAT) in the operat
evidential breath t

(EBT) devises

tion and transportation of samples
and in the testing laboratory. There
are also strict guidelines as to
handling and reporting test results.

Types of drug testing situations
under the Act include pre-employ-
ment, reasonable suspicion, ran-
dom, and post-accident testing for
marijuana (THC), cocaine, opiates,
phencyclidine (PCP), and amphet-
amines at an annual random rate
of 50% for each company. The Act
requires that alcohol testing be
conducted by trained and profi-
cientbreath alcohol technicians
(BAT) in the operation of eviden-
tialbreath testing (EBT) devises.
Random alcohol testing is man-
dated at a rate of 25% annually for
each employer.

In August, all DOT-regulated
entities were required to begin
using the "split sample" method
when testing employees. As an

employee safeguard, split sam-
pling divides the urine sample
into a "primary specimen" and a
smaller "split specimen." The split
specimen is used only when there
is a positive test result nn the
primary specimen and the em-
ployee requests a test of the split
sample for confirmation.
EAP professionals should also

be aware of what alcohol related
activities are prohibited in the
workplace. No employee may
perform safety-sensitive functions
after an alcohol test indicating a
0.04 blood alcohol concentration
(BAC) or greater. No employer
having "actual knowledge" of
such a BAC may allow the em-
~ ployee to perform

safety-sensitive
functions. No
employee may use

that alcohol while
performing safety-

ndueted sensitive functions.
Alcohol use means

ficient consumption of

Yl1C1aTlS any beverage,
mixture, or prepa-

1011 Of ration, including

esting any medication
containing alcohol.

Employees
testing positive for
alcohol must be

p i' referred to a sub-
stance abuse

professional (SAP). The regs define
a SAP as a licensed physician with
knowledge and clinical experience
in the diagnosis and treatment of
alcohol-related disorders, a
licensed or certified psychologist,
social worker, or EAP professional
(CEAP) with like knowledge, or
an alcohol or other drug abuse
counselor certified by the National
Association of Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Counselors, but not state-
certified counselors. EAP profes-
sionals are best suited for this new
SAP role because of their clinical
training and experience and
knowledge of workplace problems
and solutions.
SAPs can contract on a fee-for-

servicebasis with large companies,
mental health centers, EAP provid-
ers, or DOT-approved consortiums
to provide services for the em-
ployer. When an employer decides
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Thousands have
called 1-80U-ALCOHOL
for information on alcoholism
and dnig dependency.
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Get help for yourself
or someone you love,

:11 ~ • •
Toll Free 24 hoiu•s n dny £~ Coitfidentinl

Circle #19 on Reader Service Card

Performance Resource Press
develops and publishes the
highest quality prevention and
intervention materials
available for drug-free schools,
communities and workplaces.

If you have an idea, a program,
or a product to develop, call
Jim Green at _
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to return an employee to a safety-
sensitive position, the employer
must ensure that the employee
has been evaluated by a SAP, has
complied with any treatment
proscribed by the SAP, and has
taken areturn-to-work alcohol
test (with a
result less
than 0.02). A 

SU erformal p
return-to- determine
work _ _
agreement ~t1LUttU1
signed by the 6U minutesemployee,
SAP, and misuse and
employer as
a condition O
of work is a
wise proto-
col. Be sure to spell out the
conditions of treatment, follow-
up, aftercare, and work standards
as a condition of continuing
employment.
EAP professionals are in a

unique position to design policies
and carry out trainings explaining
the Act's Alcohol Misuse Preven-
tion Program requirements. The

regs state that supervisors desig-
nated to determine reasonable
suspicion of alcohol misuse must
receive at least 60 minutes of
training on alcohol misuse and 60
minutes of training on drug abuse
Training must cover physical,

visors designated to
reasonable suspicion of

misuse must receive at least
of training nn alcohol.
60 minutes of training
n drug abuse.

behavioral, speech, and perfor-
mance indicators of probable
alcohol misuse. NIDA (1-800-843-
4971) and other interests provide
excellent, cost-effective training
materials and consultations for
workplace drug prevention
programs.
The DOT-regulated Federal

Highway Administration will

expand greatly under the new
regs. The regs mandate intrastate
drivers holding commercial
drivers licenses nationwide. This
new law will affect more than
3,000,000 drivers not currently
under DOT regulations. EAP
professionals can anticipate a
plethora of new business opportu-
nities in the next two years.
EAP professionals should begin

their homework now to prepare
themselves as EAP consultants/
trainers or SAPs, Secure a copy of
the law, read books or journals on
drugs and alcohol in the work-
place, contact the DOT directly in
Washington, DC, and attend local
or national seminars on this new,
far-reaching federal law. The
opportunities for an EAP profes-
sional are virtually limitless. ■

Elaine J. Darling, MSW, is president of
Workplace Systems, Inc., aDOT-approved
drug testing company located in Kirkland,
Wash.

EAPS ADOPT POV~ERFUL~ NEW
PROBLEM°SOLVING TOOL

Most Frequently Usec1 
More EAPs Identify Legal Counseling As

EAP Services 
The Single Most Needed Service

~G~ •Almost every behavioral health issue can trig~ er a legal proUlem. ThaNs

22% 
why some of the country s best EAPs now provide legal counseling through
LAWPHONE, a national legal assistance program.

MENTAL . ~WpHONE helps you reach troubled employees whu deny they have a
~~~ problem or are afraid to seek help, Encourage them to come to you when

substance aUuse or family problems get them into legal trouble. Their legal
troubles will signal your counselors that deeper problems may exist.

~or`~' FINANCIAL • ~~'HONE gives you attorneys nationwide to counsel employees over the11 /o o telephone or in person. You can quickly reach an attorney in any state by simply10 /n
dialing our toll-free number.

• You'll be confident because our 10,000 attorneys are carefully selected and
monitored. Our average Access, Attorney has 20 years of legal experience.

• Clients will value your services even more because you'll provide them with
a complete problem-solving package.

• Call now so you don't miss a single chance to help another troubled employee.

__

+~ 1-500-535-1182
lU 1,~`~~ 1 1 lO~.~~~ nications S stems Iuc. • 4 Ol Forbes Blvd. •Lanham MU 2070(na~tso~y co~►u y s ,

Circle #21 on Reader Service Card
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r ~ he term Membership Assistance Program (MAT') usually refers to a labor-
. based program to help troubled workers with a broad range of problems.'

~: But to 500 religious women in Rochester, N.Y., MAP has another mean-
•;~~ ,~- ing—a service provided by their congregation to help them with personal
.~ ~' ~ problems, ministry-related issues, or difficulties they maybe encountering in
': s their religious community life.

Designing EAP services to meet the needs of clergy and religious populations
' is a relatively new idea to the EAP field. In 1988, the General Convention of the

Episcopal Church called upon its affiliate churches in the U.S. "to develop
assistance to clergy” with specific reference to "use of the EAP model."z Despite

a the declaration, however, clergy and religious populations have been slow to
accept and initiate EAPs. Much like small businesses, these organizations have
historically accessed internal resources to solve individual issues or have sought

,~ outside expertise only in times of crises.3 Yet "when developed with sensitivity to
the professional identity, values and language of the clients serviced," leaders of
religious organizations are realizing that EAPs can be successfully modified.4

~:~.:.. ~ , In 1988, aRochester-based religious community recognized this potential and
signed a contract with Park Ridge Employee Assistance Program to provide a
MAP for its 500 members. To appreciate this decision, it is helpful to provide a

~' historical backdrop leading to the development of the program.
3,•
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The Evolution of MAP
In 1975, two incidents—a sub-
stance abuse crisis and a mental
health emergency—led the
religious community's leaders to
seek outside assistance. Initially,
assistance focused on education
for the order's leaders (called the
Leadership Team) and awareness
groups for sisters conducted by a
congregation member. A short
time later, another significant life
event affecting a sister occurred,
prompting the hiring of two
psychiatrists to offer assessment
and referral services to congrega-
tion members experiencing

population was the understanding
that anyone can face a personal
problem requiring assistance. As
with any EAP, tailoring the pro-
gram to meet the specific needs of
members would require a close
understanding of religious life. A
thorough needs assessment was
conducted with the Leadership
Team to assess their life issues and
expectations. The EAP director then
spent time with the religious
community, learning and appreciat-
ing the environment, structure, and
lifestyle of its members. The next
step involved the design and
implementation of the MAP.

Implementing the MAP
The Park Ridge EAP

The foundation for the assigned a counselor to
~

EAP s ability to adapt its
the congregation to serve
as MAP liaison and to

services to this population
was the understanding
that anyone can face a

maintain communication,
respond to needs, and
monitor program success.
A brochure was devel-
oped to answer questions

personal roblemp

Y'2C~U1Tlrlg 1SS1Sta110E.

regarding services, confi_
dentiality, costs, and pro
gram a ss~The congre-1 i

chemical dependency or mental
health problems. In the years
following, the Leadership Team
employed a variety of consult-
ants and therapists, each with
varying degrees of success.

The congregation had its first
contact with Park Ridge Health
System during aday-long work-
shop describing the impact of
substance abuse on the user and
her local community (a commu-
nity is another term for a group
of sisters living together). In 1986,
the Park Ridge EAP director and
religious leaders began discuss-
ing the possibility of developing
a MAP to meet the needs of this
religious community. Seeing the
EAP as an embodiment of their
commitment to preventive health
and as a response to sisters in
crisis, the Leadership Team
authorized further exploration.
The congregation formally
accepted the idea in June, 1988.

The foundation for the EAP's
ability to adapt its services to this

gationa ea er wrote a
~ letter to all sisters for-

mally introducing the
MAP. Training was provided for
the order's Central Administration,
followed by sessions that intro-
duced the MAP to all members.

How the MAP Works
The MAP helps sisters and local
communities deal with problems
that can benefit from professional
assistance. Like other EAPs or
MAPS, the program offers assess-
ment and referral, short-term
counseling, consultation, leadership
training, member education, and
wellness presentations.

Assessment and referral services
are offered to both individuals and
groups of sisters. Presenting prob-
lems are no different than those
experienced by other EAPs; stress,
alcoholism, depression, anxiety,
family of origin issues, grief and
loss, codependency, career and
work-related concerns are common.
One client example is Sister Mary

(names changed to protect confidential-
ity) who came to the MAP three
months after her mother's death.
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Crime has moved from the
streets to the workplace.

Roger A. Bell and
Associates, InC. prepares
management for rapid and

effective response to violence

in the workplace.

Crisis Management
SolutionsSM provides the
framework needed to prepare a
crisis management plan far
your workplace and targets all
aspects of a crisis.

Assess actual or potential

vulnerability to crises by
developing detailed knowledge
of your workplace and measur-
ing employees' opinions,
morale and sense of safety
and security.

Training is directed toward

identifying and detecting the
disgruntled employee, deter-
mining when to make referrals,
developing code systems , ex-
amining security precautions

and preventive measures that
should be taken to ensure a safe
workplace environment.

Crisis Management
PlannerSM Software and
Manual are step-by-step
guides to help you develop a
crisis management plan for
your workplace.

Consultation gives you a
complimentary evaluation of
existing disaster/trauma, crisis
communications or crisis
management plans and the
opportunity to work with our

eacpert multidisciplinary team.

Roger A. Bell and Associates, Inc.
509 Elillside Lane

Louisville, KY 40207
(50297-5905 FAX:(502~97-6148
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From the MAP's Congregational Liaison
The following interview was conducted with the Leadership Team member who serves as liaison between the

congregation and the Membership Assistance Program.

What does the MAP offer you?
Liaison: "Care, education, and resources for the sisters. It is a

comfort knowing that MAP is available for individual
assessment and referral and that MAP is available to
consult with our Leadership Team."

How has this service made a difference to your members?
Liaison: "Sisters have grown more comfortable in seeking
help for emotional problems, and MAP has, been invalu-
able in the area of addictions. With MAP, we have a way
to talk about these things."

What do you value most about this service?
Liaison: "Availability—just knowing that MAP is there."

What role has the MAP played in assisting your leadership team?
Liaison: "MAP has been especially helpful in developing plans

of action for complex issues. We value the objectivity and
confidentiality."

Has confidentiality ever been an issue?
L'laison: "Not to my knowledge. There is that initial fear when
MAP is suggested, but MAP has handled itself in the most
confidential way."

What comments or feedback have you received from the member-
ship about the MAP?

Liaison: "Sisters are pleased with the service. They are
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sharing their experiences and openly say that they went
to MAP for help."

What stands out in your mind about the Park Ridge, MAP
relationship?

Liaison: "It is an incredible resource on two levels: expertise
for the leadership team and as a pre-paid resource for
individuals. Sisters are hesitant to seek help because of
the cost to the congregation, but with MAP, the assess-
ment is free and sisters are more willing to accept the
service."

Are you aware of other religious orders that offer a MAP?
Liaison: "No, not that I'm aware of."

How do you see this relationship evolving in the future?
Liaison: "I'd like to see more support groups. An Alcoholics

Anonymous group is already in place. We have lots of
expertise in the congregation. We could work with MAP
on setting up the groups."

If you did not have the MAP, how might things be different?
Liaison: "Life would be much more stressful, the weight of

responsibility would be much heavier. The congregation
is in a really healthy place now. MAP needs to take
some credit for that. People are dealing with their issues
and MAP has helped us to do that."

— Carlson and Bartlett

PRESENTING A 2-DAY EAP TRAINING COURSE
The Elements of EAP: A Comprehensive Overview

The Employee Assistance Professionals Association (EAPA) is pleased to present this quality two-day training, taught by pioneering professionals
in the field, Brenda Blair and Associates. It is divided into six modules covering the six core areas of EAP practice and will provide participants
with state-of-the-art information on the foundation of employee assistance programming. This course is especially valuable to:

1 human resource practitioners 1 nursing and medical professionals
1 benefits managers 1 those associated with the allied health fields

The Need

EAPA has recognized the need and desire of
those professionals working with EAPs to
augment their existing skills and educational
experiences with state-of-the-art information
about the field of employee assistance pro-
gramming.

The Goal

To develop, expand and refine EAP knowl-
edge,skills and abilities, regardless of educa-
tional and work experiences and encourage
active class participation and discussion,
thereby enhancing the overall learning experi-
ence and the direct application of presented
information to participants' work environ-
ments.

The Results!!
Good pace! Excellentgroup dynamics! Great
handouts! Great presenters!

These were among the comments from
participants of the course's first two offerings
in Portland, OR and Trenton, NJ. Of a possible
5.0, the overall evaluation score was an excel-
lent 4.65!

Unlike anything presented before, the EAPA-sponsored training courses bear the endorsement of EAPA—the premier international
association of employee assistance pro%ssionals, and the approval of EAPA's Education and Training Committee. EAPA's lamp-of-knowledge

emblem is your assurance of a quality educational product representative of the EAP field.

Training Locations

1 September 12-13, Hyatt at LAX, Los Angeles, CA 1 November 16-17, Back Bay Hilton, Boston, MA
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She shared that she had difficulty
sleeping, eating, and concentrat-
ing. Sr. Mary described her close
relationship with her mother and
how deeply she felt the loss. She
also reported that she may have
been suffering from depression off
and on for most of her life and that
her grieving brought the issue to
her attention, motivating her to
seek assistance through the MAP.

Groups of sisters have sought
help with interpersonal relation-

S' 1 d

ing for the Leadership Team, em-
phasizing program information,
early recognition of problems,
constructive confrontation, and
case studies. All members may
attend a MAP orientation to learn
more about program access,
confidentiality, office hours, and
locations. MAP updates and
reminders are mentioned in the
congregation's weekly newsletter,
and wellness presentations
educate sisters on suds topics as

stress management,
effective communica-
tion, women's health

asters in ea ership issues, and addiction.

roles consult w
MAP on issu

1t~ 
The Future of MAP
Because of the success-

es 
ful relationship with
this religious commu-
nity of sisters, a
second religious order
of sisters and a Roman
Catholic diocese with
300 priests and 1651ay
employees have
developed the MAP
model. These organi-
zations have told Park

~ Ridge that they value
a counseling staff experienced
with religious populations, a
program tailored to meet their
specific needs, and a willingness to
adapt and be flexible in providing
service.

Expanding EAP services to reli-
gious populations is one example
of keeping our heads up and
looking around the field for new
possibilities.5 It proves there are
untapped, yet to be recognized
areas in which an EAP can bring a
refreshing approach. With the
ideas outlined in this article, EAP
providers may be able to expand
their market potential and deliver
creative programs to similar
groups. ■

regarding j ob
performance, health,
and substance abuse.

ships, communication skills, prob-
lem solving, and conflict resolu-
tion. One local community sought
out the MAP's confidential, objec-
tive services to discuss caring for a
terminally ill sister in their home
rather than the congregation's
infirmary. Each congregation
member had afull-time job along
with many other obligations. The
community needed help deciding
whether they could take on this re-
sponsibility and how they might
carry it out. The MAP counselor
facilitated the discussion and helped
in the decision-making process.

Consultative services are avail-
able to all sisters, but are most often
used by the congregation's Leader-
ship Team. These leaders lack the
formal support usually available
within private sector companies
through human resources or
training or medical departments.
Sisters in leadership roles consult
with MAP on issues regarding job
performance, health, and sub-
stance abuse.

Similar to an EAP supervisory
training, the MAP provides train-
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See page 54 for n list of references.

Robert E. Cnrlson, MPA, CEAP, is
director and Julie C~pker Bartlett, MSEd,
NCC, CEAP, is supervising counselor of the
Park Ridge Fienit{i S~sterrr's Em~lo~ee
Assistance Program located ire Rochester,
NY.

• Speci~ilired inpatie~lt and partial rice

treatment e~clu,tiivelp dedicated to

females sulfering front anorexia, hulimi<t

ai~cl related issues.

• State licensed, )CAHO accreditation with
comme~~dation ~ulcl CHAMPUS provider.

• Highly skilled professional stafF of
psychiatrists, internists, psychologists,

RN's, masters level therapists and

registered dietitian providing

com~rehensivc individualized programs

and lengths of stay.

• Unique combination of medical,

nuCritional and psychological

components blended with a non-

denominational Christian perspective.

• Individual, group and didactic therapy.

Nutrition, AddicCions, Sexual Abuse and

Spiritual Growth groups. Equestrian, Art

and Body Image components. Complete

Family Week.

• Treatment covered by most insw~ances.

Expert assistance provided to

prospective patients in determining

avail~ibility of benefits or payment plan.

`~ D
Center for Anorexia and Bulimia

Jack Burden Road Box 2481
Wickenburg, Arizona 85358

1-800-445-1900
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Charles Milofsky, EdD, Eric Ostrov, jD, PhD, ABPP, and Melinda Martin, MA, EdS

A Stress
Mana ementg
Strate forgy
U.S. CUStO~'1S~
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ork and family
pressures seem to
have increased
within the general

population, and U.S. Customs
Service employees are no excep-
tion. The amount of air and sea
passengers and cargo, not to
mention illegal smuggling and
drug trafficking, have increased
significantly. Also, the number of
Customs' employees has in-
creased, bringing with it the
special pains and problems of
adjusting to an expanding
workforce just. as downsizing
carries its own issues. Workweeks
sometimes averaging 11 hours a
day for 6 days leave little family
time available. Personal stressors—
the increasing number of
stepfamilies and the special issues
it brings, childrearing issues,
financial problems, single-parent
families, and poor communication
skills, to name afew—often go
unchecked, unaddressed.

In addition, roughly half of all
Customs' employees are classified
as law enforcement personnel.
These individuals face unique
stressors characteristic of law
enforcement work—shiftwork,
exposure to society's worst social
illnesses, personal danger, frustra-
tion in dealing with a bureaucratic
criminal justice system. Also
stressful are long periods of
boredom followed by adrenaline-
pumping excitement. Among law
enforcement officers, studies point
to management as a leading source
of stress. Another common com-
plaint is that administrators and
supervisors only criticize, give
negative feedback, and recognize
mistakes, while good deeds are
either taken for granted or given
only passing acknowledgement.

Circumstances like these are a
prescription for stress. Regardless

of an employee's background,
position, or employer, with too
much stress, productivity drops
and psychosomatic complaints
rise.

Recognizing the Problem
Employee assistance program
(EAP) providers for the U.S.
Customs Service recognized the
impact of stress on the lives of U.S.
Customs' employees both on and
off the job. Their response was to
attempt to prevent stress from
taking its toll by taking a proactive,
preventive stance as opposed to a
reactive, rehabilitative stance.

The EAP then approached
several vendors to provide stress-
management trainings and services
for Custom's employees in both
the U.S. and Canada. The informa-
tion cited in this article was
gathered during stress-manage-
ment seminars conducted for
Customs' staff in Chicago, Ill.,
Detroit and Port Huron, Mich.,
Cleveland, Ohio, Houston, Texas,
Denver, Colo., Pembina, N.D., and
Toronto and Montreal, Canada.
The seminars were voluntary, and
attendance at most seminars was at
capacity. Both supervisory and
non-supervisory personnel at-
tended, including inspectors,
import specialists, agents, and
clerical staff.

At each site, participants anony-
mously wrote down the 10 leading
causes of stress in their lives, five
from work and five from their
personal lives. Responses were
then combined to reveal the five
leading sources of stress in both
areas for all participants. The five
leading sources of on-the-job stress
were identified as:

• Supervisors/Being a supervi-
sor
• Deadlines/Time pressures
•Boredom/Meaninglessness of

work
• Frustration with co-workers
• Working conditions
As for stress outside the job, the

top five sources were as follows:
• Financial pressures
• Lack of time for family/Lack

of personal free time/Time man-
agement issues
• Children and teenagers
• Family health
• Lack of family communication
Regarding supervisors, employ-

ees cited unclear directives and
lack of recognition as the most com-
mon stressors. Meanwhile, super-
visors listed disciplining employees
and employees failing to recognize
the difficulty of a supervisors' posi-
tion as the leading causes of stress.
Among employees, one common

compliant was that co-workers in a
similar classification did not work.
hard enough, which shifted work
to others and lowered morale. Off
the job, a majority of participants
listed lack of family communication,
divorce and marital friction, and
not having enough time for the
family as stressful.

At work, employees almost uni-
versally accredited their stress to
external factors; rarely did anyone
point to their own attitudes or cop-
ing skills as causing their stress.
Employees and supervisors alike
pointed to feeling unappreciated,
over-worked, pressured, and, for
some, treated unfairly. Participants
assumed more responsibility for
the stress they felt outside work.
For example, some participants
pointed to their own communication
style as causing communication
problems in their family. On the
other hand, participants who indi-
cated "lack of time" have the
impression that they have no
control over their lives.

T'he almost universal tendency to
identify stress as external, as com-
ing from without and, by implica-
tion, as happening to the indivi-
dual—not something he or she
chooses to have happen—is of inter-
est from astress-management
point of view. Feeling helpless and
giving power to external events and

other people rather than to oneself
is a very important aspect of the
stress experience. Conversely,
personal empowerment is a key
aspect of stress management.

Practical Stress Management
Techniques
Once the sources of stress on and
off the job were identified, partici-
pants were provided with the fol-
lowing recommendations to leading
fuller, more satisfying, less stress-
ful lives.
Recommendations for Sources of
Workplace Stress

Supervisors (Complaints against
supervisors included: doesn't know
how to manage; plays favorites; is
critical of performance; doesn't
give positive strokes; makes too
many demands.)
• Read How to Manage Your

Boss by Christopher Hegarty
(Bollotine Books, 1985).
• Post the positive-negative

feedback outline from the book,
One Minute Manager.
• Request a "clear the air" ses-

sion with your supervisor or a per-
formance expectation (what is
expected of you and what your
expectations are for the position)
meeting.
Being a Supervisor
• Have subordinates evaluate

your performance. Follow-up with
a team-building session.
t Request training in people-

management skills.
• Initiate an expectations

meeting (see above) with staff.
• Clarify your goals, roles, proce-

dures, and relationships with staff.
Deadlines/Time Pressures
• Set priorities.
• Know your limitations (what

you can accomplish in a given
amount of time), and clarify them
with your supervisor. Be clear with
your supervisor as to what you
can offer. Ask how you can use
your time to his or her advantage.
• If you need to convince your

supervisor of your efforts, keep a
record of your daily work routine.
Boredom/Meaninglessness of Work
• Develop a personal strategy

to find meaning in your work.
• Learn to enjoy fihe routine

aspects of your work.
• Enrich your experience inter-

Natural
Alternative

Foy Troubled
Adolescents

The

Eckerd Alternative Treatment
Program

provides the following:

I~ Psychiatric hospitaliza-

tion alternative

~ Peer group counseling

~ Comprehensive assess-

ment
~ Short term to interme-

diate care
[~ Aftercare &transition

services
~ Family &social work

services
~ Accredited education

program
~ JCAHO Accredited

at Brooksville, FL*

~ Most insurances ac--
cepted

* Other Non-JCAHO accredited
locations in FL, NC, TN, RI, VT
and NH.

H'or information on all of our
programs and locations, c111

1-800-554-4357(HELP)
Funded in part by the Sates in which we operate.

Eckerd Funiily Youde Alfeninln~es does nol
rlra•crintrartle in entpinyinent or ndneission.
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pally (for example, focus on
projects).
• Read Hozv to Be Happier in the

Job You Sometimes Can't Stand by
Ross West (Broadman Press, 1990).
Frustration with Co-Workers
• Read Robert M. Bramson's

Working with Difficult People or
attend a workshop of the same title
(Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1988).
• Confront the co-worker about

the issue. Be specific as to the be-
havior you object to, and tell the
individual how that behavior affects
you, Tell the individual how you
would like him/her to behave dif-
ferently. Describe consequences if
the person does not modify
behavior.
Working Conditions
• Empower yourself by work-

ing with your union, or work
politically to get Congressional
action regarding your issues.
•Submit ideas as to how your

division can be more efficient.
• Do what you can to make

your work area comfortable and
pleasant for you.

Recommendations for Sources of
Personal Stress
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Financial Pressures
• Create a monthly budget.
•Prioritize expenses.
• Do long-range planning.
•Seek money management

advice through your EAP or a
local agency when necessary.
Lack of Time
• Prioritize available time.
• Spend quality time by

choosing to avoid disagreements.
For example, overlook things that
normally get you upset.
•Plan enjoyable activities for

your available time:
Children and Teenagers
• Spend time alone with each

child on a regular basis, such as
every other month or more
frequently.
• Listen to what is said and do

not criticize. Allow your child to
make decisions, even if you
sometimes disagree.
• Have a family meeting or

outing at least twice a month.
Family Health
~ Exercise at least three times a

week for 30 minutes each time. (If
you haven't'exercised in a year or
two, check with your physician be-
fore beginning any exercise pro-

gram. It's generally safe to begin
walking at an easy pace for 15 min-
utes aday, building up gradually.)
• Eat a balanced diet for energy

and health. Avoid relying on fast
food restaurants and foods that
are high in fat content.
• Take time to rest and listen to

relaxation tapes or soft music.
Lack of Communication with
Family
• Plan for time to talk about

areas of concern. Compliment each
other often. Avoid negative state-
ments that hurt the other person.
• Let family members know

what's on your mind rather than
keeping your thoughts and
feelings private.
• Attend a communication

workshop together. ■

Charles Milofsk~, EdD, is a clinical ps~cho-
logist and partner in LifeStress Management,
a Chicngo firm specializing in disaster plan-
ning, preparedness, and response. Eric
Ostrov, JD, PhD, ABPP, is a senior associ-
ate nt Forensic Psychology Associates,
Chicago, Ill. Melinda Martin, MA, EdS, is
director of Mnximutn Potential, a human
resources consulting firm lornted in
Arlington, Va.
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the latest news and ideas in employee assistance programming to your staff
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Recommendations:
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or ace omlcl es
lthough many of the recommendations
for preventing workplace violence fall
within the purview of the employee
assistance program (EAP), such as

training supervisors and workers in conflict resolu-
tion techniques and providing counseling for
employees, preventing workplace violence involves
an holistic approach—all employees and organiza-
tional departments working together for a common
goal.

In its report, "Request for Assistance in Prevent-
ing Homicide in the Workplace," the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH), an office of the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, issued the following risk factors
and preventive measures.

Factors that Increase the Risk of Workplace
Homicide
t Exchange of money with the public
• Working alone or in small numbers
~ Working late night or early morning hours
• Working in high-crime areas
• Guarding valuable property or possessions
• Working in community settings

Preventive Measures
• Make high-risk areas visible to more people
• Install good external lighting
• Use drop safes to minimize cash on hand
• Carry small amounts of cash
~ Post signs stating that limited cash is on hand
• Install silent alarms
• Install surveillance cameras
~ Increase the number of staff on duty
• Provide training in conflict resolution and

nonviolent response
• Avoid resistance during a robbery
• Provide bullet-proof barriers or enclosures
• Have police check on workers routinely
•Close establishments during high-risk hours

(late at night and early in the morning)
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Recommendations
1. Employers and workers should immediately develop and

implement prevention strategies on the basis of available
information. They should:

— evaluate the factors or situations in the workplace
that might place workers at risk, and

— carefully consider intervention efforts that might
minimize or remove the risk.

Employers and workers maybe able to apply some of
the preventive measures outlined; they may also identify
other preventive measures specific to their workplaces.

2. Researchers should thoroughly evaluate existing or
proposed prevention strategies. Few in-depth studies have
been conducted to evaluate preventive measures, but
such evaluation is critical to homicide prevention efforts.

3. Researchers should further investigate occupational
homicide. Research should be conducted on the specific
factors associated with occupational homicides. Such
research is essential for the development of prevention
strategies.

4. Researchers should address the role of guns in occupa-
tional homicides. Because of the frequent use of guns in
occupational homicides, research should be conducted to:

— investigate the circumstances surrounding the use
of guns in homicides,

— evaluate the effectiveness of methods for protect-
ing workers from assaults involving guns, and,

— evaluate the impact that existing and proposed
gun-control regulations might have on protecting
workers from occupational homicide. ■

Source. NIOSH, September, 1993. For n complete copy of this report,
and information on other occupational safety and health problems, cell
800-35-NIOSH.
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MEDIA UPDATE

Work Teams ticat Work: Skills fo~~ Managing Across the
Organization, by Anthony R. Montebello, PhD. Best
Sellers Publishing, 1994; 328 pp.; hardcover, $24.95.
Contact: Best Sellers Publishing, 9201 E. Bloomington
Freeway, Minneapolis, MN 55420-3497; 612-888-7672.
Author is an industrial psydzologist and consultant to
industry on team-based organizational desi~,m. Takes
readers through practical steps of organizing and
implementing effective, productive work teams.

Leadership Trapeze: Strategies for Leadership in Teat~1-
Based Organizations, by Richard Wellins and Jeanne
Wilson. Jossey-Sass Publishers, 1994; 279 pp.; bird/
softcover, $22. Contact: Development Dimensions
International, Inc., 1225 Washington Pike, Bridgeville,
PA 15017-2838; 412-257-3860. Guides leaders throttgll
the three phases of term development—pre team, new
team, and mature team—and the many traps, fears, and
attitudes leaders are prey to when leading teams.
Includes case studies, checklists, and evaluation tools.

Workers' Compensation Garide, by Warren, Gorham &
Larnont,1994; 630 pp.; looseleaf binder, $149. Contact:
Warren, Gorham &Lamont, One Penn Plaza, New
York, NY 10119; 212-971-5000. Offers practical strategies
to shorten claims periods through return-to-work pro-
grams, control legal costs, and communicate workers'
comp issues to workers and supervisors.

Cricking the Glass Ceiling: Strategies for Success, by
Catalyst, 1994; $40. Contact: Margaret Baber, Catalyst,
250 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003-1.459;
212-777-8900. Examines the barriers that inhibit the
advancement of women and provides practical steps
and model programs for their elimination.

Coping with Unemployment: How to Triumph Over the
Negative Esnotinns of ProConged Unemployment, by
Brian Judd. Marketing Directions, Inc., 1993; 288 pp.;
softcover, $14.95. Contact: Marketing Directions, Inc.,
PO Sox 715, Avon, CT 06001-9965; 203-675-1344. ADHD in Adiclts, by Russell A. Barkley. Guilford
Written for the jobless, focuses nn motivation, inspira- Publications, Inc.,1994; 36 mires.; VHS; includes
tion, and attitude during a period of employment leader's guide and manual; $95. Contact: Guilford
transition. Author started the company after being Publications, Inc., 72 Spring St., New York, NY 10012;
unemployed himself and now publishes several titles on g00-365-7006. Includes interviews with adults suffering
job search, interviewing skills. from the disorder and their family members. Describes
Workplace Stress: Workshop Models for Family Life the symptoms, behaviors, and associated disorders and
Education, Uy Steven B. Zwickel. Families Interna- six modes of treatment for adults with Attention Deficit
tional, Inc., 1994; 192 pp.; softcover, $1.9.95. Contact: Hyperactivity Disorder.

Families Internakional, Inc., 11700 W. Lake Park Dr, '~`° "" "'~""m"` ~""
Milwaukee, WI 53224; 800-852-1944. A compilation of ~ ~ ,~ • ~- ~ ~~~ ~'
nine, one-hour workshops on job stress developed for an
employee audience. Workshops cover dealing with job
stress, understanding anger, managing time, why people
burn out, competition and cooperation, and more.

Stillpoint Press, 1994; 518 pp.; softcover, $39. Contact:
Stillpoint Press, 133 B. De la Guerra St., Ste. 362,
Santa Barbara, CA 93101; 805-966-1125. Thorough,
practical Uook covering all aspects of. developing an
alternative treatment practice based on acupuncture.
Includes binding issues, intake materials, issues for
integrating other treatment modalities, and more.

Managed Care Strategies, by the publishers of
Psychotherapy Finances. Amtual sixbscription price,
$89. Call for free copy. Contact: Managed Care
Strategies, 1016 Clemons St., Jupiter, FL 33477; 800-
869-8450. New newsletter aimed at group practices and
private practitioners. Press release states MCS "will
help you navigate the maze of new regulations, cor-
porate realigiunents, end new contracting approaches."

Workers' Compensation Law Bulletin, by Quinlan
Publishing Co. Monthly newsletter; suUscription,
$59. Contact: Quinlan Publishing Co., 23 Drydock
Ave., $oston, MA 02210-2387; 617-542-0048. Up-to-
date information nn challenging fraudulent claims and
excessive premiums, terminating benefits, corporate
negligence, rehabilitation practices, and other workers'
comp related issues.

Compulsive Gambling: The Invisible Disease, by the
Department of Psychiatry, St. Vincent's Hospital and
Medical Center of New York. 20 mires.; U-Matic or
VHS; rental: $65/3 days, $100/5 days; pixrchase: $250.
Contact: Baxley Media Group, 110 West Main St.,
Urbana, IL 61801-2700; 217-384-4838. Defines the
problem and addresses the stereotypes through inter-
views with recovering gamblers. Also features inter-
views with three compulsive gambling treatment
experts: Sheila Blume of the South Oaks Hospital;
Donald Thoms of St. Vincent's Hospital; and, Jean
Falzon of Problem Gambling.

Transformation Fa~ Recovery: fl Guide for the Design and
Development of Acupunctisre-Based Chemical Depen-
denc( Treatment Programs, by Alex G. Brumbaugh.

Random Selection, by Integrated Business Systems,
Inc. AvailaUle in both IBM/compatible and Apple
environmelits. Call for pricing. Contact: Integrated
Business Systems, Inc., PO Box 160604, Mobile, AL
36616-0604; 800-342-3979. A computerized random sel-
ectionprogram. for use in alcohol and other drug tests.
Complies with federal drug screening requiremenfis.

,m~,~i~ mh~y v ~?~n.,,>

t

Eighth Annual Wisconsin Council-Society for
Human Resource Management State Conference,
"Creative Diversifiy," October 72-14, L~ Crosse,
Wis. Contaci: Frank Perez, 608-784-7737.

American Managed Care and Review
Association's (AMCRA's) "Quality and Utilization
Management Conference," Ocfiober 14-15, Atlanta,
Ga. Contact: AMCRA, 1227 25th St., Ste. 610,
Washington D.C. 20037-1156; 202-728-0506.

Eighth Annual National Disability Management
Conference, "What is fihe Future for Disability
Management? Balancing the Old with the New,"
October 1h-18, Washington, DC. Sponsors: The
Washington Business Group on Health (WBGH)
and UNUM LIfe Insurance Company of America.
Contact: WBGH, 777 Nortll Capitol St. NE, Ste. 800,
Washington, DC 20002; 202-408-9320.

American Managed Care and Review
Association's (AMCRA's) "Annual Managed Care
Conference and Exhibition," October 16-19,
Atlanta, Ga. Contact: AMCRA, 1227 25th Street NW,
Ste. 610, Washington, DC 20037-1156; 202-728-0506.

NOVemlber
Perspectives in Women's Mental Health: Feminist
Approaches to Treatment, November 11-13, Phila-
delphia, I'a. Sponsor: The Renfrew Center. Contact:
The Renfrew Foundation, 475 Spring Lane, Philadel-
phia, PA 19128; 800-RENFREW.

Gender Myths, November 1h-77, Kingston,
Ontario, Canada. Sponsors: Kingston Community
Counselling Centre, the United Way Serving
Kingston, Frontenac, Lennox, and Addington.
Contact: Kingston Community Counselling Centre,
234 Concession Street, Ste. 303, Kingston, ON K7K
6W6; 613-549-7850.

23rd Employee Assistance Professionals Associa-
tion (EAPA) Annual Conference, "Let's Have a
Revolution!," NovemUer 18-21, Boston, Mass.
Contact: Ellen Miller, Conference Department,
EAPA, 2101 Wilson Blvd., Ste. 500, Arlington, VA
22201-3062; 703-522-6272.

February, 1995
National Association for Children of Alcoholics
(NACoA) 1995 Convention, February 12-1.5, 1995,
San Diego, Calif. Sponsors: NACoA, St~ictent
Assistance Journal, and EAP Digest. Contact: Perfor-
mance Resource Press, 1863 Technology Drive,
Troy, MI 48083-4244; 800-453-7733.

April, 1995
Sixth Annual Residential School on Management
and Clinical Aspects of EAP Practice, Apri130-
May 5, College Park, Md. Sponsors: University of
Maryilnd School of Social Work and. EAP Digest.
Cost: $1,850 (includes lodging); $1,550 (without
lodging). Contact: Performance Resource Press,
1863 Technology Drive, Troy, MI 48083-4244; 800-
453-7733.

{National N~1Co~l Children of ~Ilcoholics ConferenceonsoredbFebruary 12-15, 1995 p y
~ San Diego, CA Holiday Inn on-the-bay /'~

1F ' \ ' ~ FEATURED PRESENTATIONS:,~ , ~ ~ 
~

CRIMES VIOLENCE &ADDICTION: MAKING THE CONNECTIONS

Speaker: Iris Smith

~+ ~ ,~ HEALING THE FAMILY: PIECES OF SILENCE-THE FAMILY LEGACY

OF ALCOHOLISM AND CO-DEPENDENCY b~ coopern~ia~ with

Speaker.• Robert Subby, MA a~+~~~~~EA1~Digest-
MENDING THE HEARTS HEALING THE SPIRIT

` Speaker: Rokelle Lerner ~~~ ssl~~~
;~ ~. - - . —_J.O U R.N-A.l._.

~: ' ~ ~' For a complete program brochure call the Conference Department at
'~~ ~ 1-800-453-7733 or write: Performance Resource Press, Inc.,
i~ j 1863 Technology Drive, Troy, MI 48083-4244.
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r TREATMENT DIRECTORY

~ GEORGIA ~~ —IOWA

Willingway Hospital
311 Jones Mill Road
Statesboro, GA 30458
800-242-9455

Willingway Hospital is accredited with
commendation by JCAHO. The 40-bed hospital
specializes in alcohol and drug treatment and
offers a continuum of care including detox,
residential, day treatment, outpatient and
extended treatment. Outpatient services are
offered in Statesboro and Savannah, Georgia.
Established in 1966, the hospital is recognized as
one of the 20 "Most Recommended" of The 100
Best Treatment Centers for Alcohol and Drug
Abuse.

- ILLINOIS

New Day Center of Hinsdale Hospital
120 N. Oak Street
Hinsdale, IL 60521
708-856-7700

New Day Center of Hinsdale Hospital offers
comprehensive, individualized treatment for
alcoholism and other drug addictions. Family
members are fully involved in the treatment
process. Care is delivered through several
modalities including detoxification, inpatient,
day hospital and intensive outpatient treatment.
New Day Center has the most extensive aftercare
program in its service area making us your best
choice for effective treatment.

AAA Cook County Consolidation, Inc.
1737 W. Howard, Rm 419
Chicago, IL 60626
312-743-1600

Do your clients need fina~ecial help?
1. Do they put off opening bills? 2. Are they
at or near their credit limits? 3. Are bill
collectors calling their homes? 4. Do they and
their spouses have frequent, serious arguments
about debt? 5. Do they wake up at night
worrying about unpaid bills? If your answer is
"yes" to three or more of these questions, they
should contact AAA Cook County Consolida-
tion for help with your problems. 1-800-865-
HELP

~ INDIANA

Meadows
3600 N. Prow Rd.
Bloomington, IN 47404

Residential Treatment Center serving children
and adolescents
JCAHO accredited.
YOUTH AT RISK
1-800-738-1980
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Harold Hughes Men's and
Women's Recovery Centers
603 East 14th Street
Des Moines, IA 50309

We offer structured treatment provided by a pro-
fessional staff, utilizing the 12-step philosophy and
support services. Services include: Alcoholism and
Drug Addictions, Dual Diagnosis and Eating Dis-
orders Support Groups, Abuse Issues, Relationship
Issues and Living Skills.

800-247-0764

Nationally recognized for 10 years as the leader in
separate treatment for men and women, Harold Hughes- NEW JERSEY
Centers at Des Moines General Hospital offer 34-
bed Inpatient treatment, as well as Partial Hospital- Princeton House
ization, Relapse, and Outpatient. With the highest 905 Herrontown Road
quality health care—and affordable costs—that Iowa Princeton, NJ 08540
is known for, Harold Hughes Men's and Women's 609-497-3355 or 800-242-2550
Recovery Centers also provide the nation's most Princeton House provides quality treatment and
respected name in the alcoholism field. care for psychiatric, chemically-dependent, and

dually diagnosed patients. Our continuum of multi-

KANSAS ~.. disciplinary programs is under the direction of
board-certified psychiatrists and other highly-

The Kansas Institute of Olathe 9ualified and experienced professionals. A unit of

555 E. Santa Fe the Medical Center at Princeton, Princeton House

Olathe, KS 66061 provides its patients with total comprehensive

JCAHO accredited.
medical as well as psychiatric and counseling

YOUTH AT RISK services. We offer specialized treatment services

1-800-738-1980 for: Impaired Professionals; Women's Trauma; and
Adult Intensive Day Treatment.

- MASSACHUSETTS 
-NEW MEXICO —

Wild Acre Inns
Mesilla Valley108 Pleasant Street
3751 Del Rey Blvd.Arlington, MA 02174
Las Cruces, NM 88011617-643-0643 or 800-724-4667

Wild Acre Inns provides community-based
Residential Treatment Center.

psychiatric residential and day treatment through 11
JCAHO accredited.

locations in eastern Massachusetts and Boston. Our
YOUTH AT RISK

cost-effective programs enable adults and adoles-
1-800-738-1980

cents to transition from the hospital to the commu-
nity or avoid hospitalization altogether. We specialize -NEW YORK
in a full range of psychiatric disorders and offer a
comprehensive continuum of care. Treatment goals Cornerstone Treatment Facilities Network
and schedules are developed with special consider- 57 West 57th Street
anon to individual and family needs. New York, NY 10019

212-755-0200 or 800-233-9999

MICHIGAN _~ A well respected leader and innovator in the
chemical dependency treatment field, Cornerstone

Birchwood Center For Treatment Facilities Network provides afull-range

Chemical Dependency of inpatient and outpatient treatment services.

1501 West Chisholm St. Services include evaluation, detoxification,

Alpena, MI 48707 rehabilitation, continuing care, women's programs

1-800-288-7242 and family programs at its facilities in Midtown

Located in the relaxed setting of Michigan's north-
Manhattan, NY; Garden City, NY (Long Island);

east lower peninsula, Birchwood offers quality staff
and Sandy Hook, CT. JCAHO approved, special

and innovative treatment programs to fit the needs of 
emphasis on individual needs.

each individual client. Traditional and intensive
outpatient services and residential programs are all ~H~~ —.■■
available. Immediate openings. Special programs
available for women and family groups.

MINNESOTA

The Gables
604 Fifth Street, S.W.
Rochester, MN 55902
507-282-2500 or 800-GABLES-0

Since 1983, The Gables has offered extended care
treatment for chemically dependent adult women.

Belmont Pines
615 Churchill-Hubbard Rd.
Youngstown, OH 44505

Residential Treatment Centers serving children
and adolescents. JCAHO accredited.
YOUTH AT RISK
1-800-738-1980
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rton, OH 45439

idential Treatment Centers serving children
adolescents. JCAHO accredited.
UTH AT RISK
~0-738-1980

Run
70 Traco Dr.
Clairsville, OH 43950

idential Treatment Centers serving children
adolescents. JCAHO accredited.
UTH AT RISK
DO-738-1980

~ PENNSYLVANIA —

m Foundation Recovery Center

' Lawn Avenue
lersville, PA 18960
~-257-9999
00-245-7366

in Foundation, located in rural Bucks County,
non-profit community facility offering a full
ge of mental health, mental retardation and
~hol and other drug treatment programs. The
;overy Center is a 23-bed residential treatment
ility for adults with alcohol and other chemical
Tendencies and includes a track for those with
lictions in combination with mental illness.
vices available include medical and non-
dical detox; outpAtient and intensive outpatient
grams; special needs including relapse

t

~ ~ • ~ t

prevention, ACOA, codependency, adolescent
outpatient services, and family services; 12-step
oriented. State licensed; JCAHO accreditation;
founded in 1955.

RHODE ISLAND —

The Providence Center
32 Branch Avenue
Providence, RI 02904
401-861-6262 or1-800-456-0300

The Providence Center is a licensed outpatient
mental health organization offering a wide range
of mental health and substance abuse treatment
services. Services are provided for adults and chil-
dren/adolescents with serious mental illnesses, as
well as those experiencing emotional difficulties
and addiction. Individual, group and family
counseling is available. The Providence Center
offers EAPs, employee training, and Managed
Care Services.

WISCONSIN

Kinnic Falls
900 South Orange Street
River Falls, WI 54022
800-525-4712,715-426-5950

Kinnic Falls, a 46-bed Halfway House/Extended
Care Facility, is anon-profit and has been in
continuous operation since 1973. The program is
12-step based with comprehensive counseling for
clients with multiple issues. Access to University
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of Wisconsin resources. Near metropolitan
Minneapolis-St. Paul area.

WASHINGTON ~`~',` ':°

St. Peter Chemical Dependency Center

4800 College St., SE

Lacey, WA 98503

206-456-7575

The St. Peter Chemical Dependency Center

offers separate inpatient and outpatient

programs for adults and adolescents,

including adult DWI and DOL deferred

prosecution programs, and a smokestoppers

program. For free, confidential information

and assistance, ca11206-456-7575 or 1-800-
332-0465. Washington State and JCAHO
approved. Sisters of Providence.
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XPRESSION PRODUCTS, INC.
For our catalog with free samples, prices and ordering information

708-526-8858
P.O. Box 39 ~ Wauconda, IL 60084
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- another reason why

EAP Digest remains

T'he Uoice of Employee Assistance Programs

Circle #29
on Reader Service Card

THE FRONTLINE SUPERVISOR
Are your supervisors ignoring the EAP?
Educate supervisors and increase refer-
•als. Art work, ready to photocopy or
-ommercial print. Your EAP name and
phone number on front (optional). No
limits on reproduction. An inexpensive,
value-added service. Easyreading,prob-
lem-solution format-two pages, not
four! Increase your desirability, utiliza-
tion and your success! 12 monthly is-
~ues. Great for your next proposal.

THE FIRST HEALTH GROUP, INC.
P.O. Box 21
Merrifield, VA 22116
800-626-4327 FAX: 703-968-4435

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE
VIDEOS -FREE CATALOG
This full catalog of products covers
important EAP topics such as:
• SUPERVISORY TRAINING • IN-
TERVENTION •RELAPSE •DRUG
TESTING •SEXUAL HARASSMENT
• STRESS MANAGEMENTSQTHER
EAP SUBJECTS
For a complete catalog of PRP products,
circle the Reader Service Card number
below.

PERFORMANCE RESOURCE PRESS
1863 Technology Drive

Circle #31 Troy, MI 48083-4244
on Reader Service Card 1-800-453-7733

HEALTH SENTRX
H~Ar.~,~ A VALUABLE HEALTH

PROMOTION TOOL
N~'"~`Y~ S A"must have," four page, quarterly

newsletterofeasy-to-readarticleson such~~~~
topics as: alcohol and other drug prob-
lems,nutrition, fitness, mental health,

~ and wellness.Employeesbecomewiser
health care consumers and are encour-~~5~~~

'' W
aged to take responsibility for prevent-

- ing problems that can affect job produc-
tivityand health costs. For a free sample

,a of this low-cost, imprint-ready news-
letter,circle the reader service number.

PERFORMANCE RESOURCE PRESS

Circle #33 1863 Technology Drive

on Reader Service Card 
Troy, MI 48083-4244
1-800-453-7733

Professional

EAP Digest developed this Product Showcase to

keep you informed of the many products available

to assist the EAP professional. From books to videos,

training resources to promotional aids, directories

to program development resources, products de-

signed to help you help others are being developed

almost daily.

HOPE Health Letter
'The most widely read health newslet
in America. Your employees will enj
the unique, lighthearted approach wh:
encourages readership. Experience
perior employee health publications si
ported by the best customer service
our industry. Ask us about our Guar
tee! Recommended by the Wellni
Councils of America!

HOPE Publications
350 East Michigan Ave., Suite 301
Kalamazoo, MI 49007-3851

Circle #30 1-800-334-4094 EXT. 491
on Reader Service Card FAX 616-343-6260

FREE Buyer's Guide
Your FREE copy of Employee Assistance

,,`.~~ ~y+~ - ~ Resources Buyer's Guide is just a phone

~!`~" r.Mri.ov~ti~; call away. This new catalog features
`' ntitii5 ~ nrvcit hundreds of practical, low-cost prod-,. ,:
~: ~ ~ ?; acts for EAPs including dozens of hand-

"`~~ .., i,T~-T- ~ outs, the Wellness-At-Work Program,
~'~ ,,~; ,'~ ~~~ videos on Stress, Diversity, Attitude,

*rtF. ~`,, ~ Balancing Home and Career, Conflict
'- ~1 Management, Chemical Dependency,

j 7 "°'°°''~`S{' plus Positive Attitude Lithographs,Post-
'~ ~ ers, Self-Help Guides for success in the

workplace and more.

"'"" THE BUREAU FOR EMPLOYEE
EDUCATION
645 New York Avenue

Circle #32 Huntington, NY 11743
on Reader Service Card 1-800-48-EXCEL (483-9235)

Circle #34
on Reader Service Card

NEW! PRODUCT
THE FOCUST"' PROGRAM FOR
CHILDREN AGES 5-12
Easily taught by school counselors,
FocusT"' shows kids how to reduce: an-
ger,hyperactivity, test anxiety; improve:
grades, handwriring, assertion skills, and
self-esteem. Complete in only eight 25-
minutesessions. Empowers kids to con-
trol their emotions and focus their atten-
tionand energy. Created by leading child
psychologist. For more information call
800-666-6505 or write:

SUNSOURCE HEALTH PRODUCTS,
535 Lipoa
Kihei, HI 96753
1-800-666-6505
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Professional (Malpractice)
Liability Insurance For
• Individuals
• Employee Assistance Programs
• Alcohol &Drug Rehab Centers
• Group Homes and Halfway Houses
• Treatment Centers
• Counseling Centers
o Drunk-Driver Programs
• Outpatient Centers
• Directors and Officers Liability

(Nonprofit) Agencies &Boards
THOMAS E. VAN WAGNER

INSURANCE
21 Maple Avenue

P.O. Box 5710, Bayshore, NY 11706

(516) 666-1588
1-800-735-1588

NEW!
Clips for Success and EAP Clips

• Timely, ready to use articles
I for personal and professional

develpment of all employees
and clients.

`• Topics on how to be more
PUBLISHING successful at work and how

to handle personal issues.

• • •License given to subscribers
~ to copy content of articles

~1 valued at less than $15 per
article.

•Annual subscription offers
CALL TODAY! additional articles at
1-800-734-8510 discounted rate.

Mail Inquires To: Clips Publishing
W. College Ave., Appleton, WI 54914

rv~

The Valley Hope Association is seeking
a Ph.D. level clinician to begin training
for management/leadership position.
Experience in management and treatment
of chemical dependency is preferred but not
required. Position offers excellent potential
for advancement in terms of responsibilities
and compensation. Initial salary dependent
on experience, training. Equal Opportunity
Employer. SubmitresumetoKenGregoire,
Ph. D., Vice President, Clinical Services.

VALLEY HOPE
ASSOCIATION

Alcohol &Drug Addlctfon Treatmeni
Corporate Offices
P.O. Box 510

Norton, KS 67654-0510

VMC Behavioral Healthcare

Services presents a unique and

challenging opportunity for master's

degreed professionals with three

years' post graduate experience and

state licensure or certification.

Multiple office locations,

serving a large Federal government

agency, are available West of the

Mississippi. VMC Behavioral

Healthcare Services offers competi-

tive compensation and benefits and

an excellent opportunity for

professional growth in a rapidly

expanding organization.

Experience in mental health,

substance abuse and diverse

populations is required. Responsi-

bilities will include assessment,

short-term treatment, consultation

and training.

Send resumes to:
Richard F. McCrary

Director of Human Resources

We are an equal
opportunity employer

Behavioral Healthcare Services

100 S. Greenleaf

Gurnee, IL 60031-3378
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continued from page 58

employee is in treatment, it is im-
portant to maintain a close thera-
peutic liaison with the primary
therapist to see that occupational
issues are addressed.

In cases where a worker has a
valid complaint against either a
supervisor or management practice,
talk with company representatives
and other occupational consultants
as to how you should proceed.
Very often, an angry or disgruntled
worker will feel as if his or her
complaints go unheard or unrecog-
nized. As part of the treatment
intervention, the employee should
have reasonable and appropriate
access to having his/her voice heard.

The employee's supervisor must
be involved both in the identifica-
tion, evaluation, and management
of an employee when a question of
workplace violence proneness
exists. The supervisor is integral to
the successful handling and reso-
lution of these matters. The EAP
professional has a duty and
responsibility to provide adequate
training for supervisors and to
coach supervisors on how to
approach the potentially violent or
disgruntled employee, should this
be necessary. Small companies
with limited resources and who
may rely on an external EAP pro-
vider should be aware of commu-
nity resources and laws governing
dangerous behavior. They should
also target certain staff for training
in crisis intervention and/or
critical incident stress debriefing.

The ally of violence both in the
workplace and our society is
shame and embarrassment. When
we turn our eyes and ears away
from the situation or when we
allow colleagues to do likewise, we
make it easier for workplace
violence to go unrecognized and
unaddressed. Yet violence at any
level negatively impacts both
people and profits. ■

Ange Puig, PhD, is a licensed psychologist
in private practice in Cherry Hill, New
Jersey. His practice emphasizes trauma-based
disorders And anxiety problettis.
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EAPA &THE EMPLOYEE
ASSISTANCE CERTIFICATION COMMISSION

announce

CEAP EXAMINATION DATES

1994
Exam Date: December 3,1994

Application Cut-off Date: October 7, 1994
Exam Date: May 13,1995

Application Cut-off Date: March 17, 1995

Eligibility Requirements: You must have three years full-time EAP
experience, or a minimum of 3,000 hours, over at least three years, of part-time
experience in EAP. The completed Exam Application must be postmarked no
later than the cut-off date.

Requirements Explanation: CEAP Your experience in EAP must be from
examination eligibility requires on-the- direct employment, or internship, or
job EAP knowledge gained solely contracted responsibilities for performing
through EA experience—itisnotshared both EAP clinical and organizational
by or simply transferred from related consulting activities. You must show
duties, other professions or academic accountability for EAP operations at
credits. specific organization(s).

for information, write
EAPA, Inc. • Attn: EACC • 2101 Wilson Boulevard •Suite 500 •Arlington, VA 22201
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Aspen Achievement
Academy specializes in
the treatment of teenagers

with psychiatric, emotional
and substance abuse
disorders.

Approved by most in-
suranceand managed care
companies nationwide.

800-283-8334
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THE ASPEN DIFFEIZFNCE

■ Residential treatment in lieu
of hospitalization

■Time-limited program
(60 days)

■ Mandatory family
involvement which
must be committed to

during admissions process

■ Nationally recognized
outdoor therapy pro~~am

■ Excellent outcome studies
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CLOSE-UP

Assessing the Violence-Prone Worker

Ange Puig, PhD

Employee assistance program (EAP) professionals can
be called upon for any number of workplace violence
issues, from counseling victims or potential victims of
violence, to assessing and referring the violence-prone
worker, to post-crisis debriefing. In most cases, a vio-
lence-prone worker presenting to the EAP for assess-
mentand referral will be supervisory referred. As such,
this individual can be reluctant, hostile, resistant, and
take a position of denial in response to the assessment
process, adding to an already difficult and daunting
task. However, EAP professionals can use the follow-
ingtechniques toensure their own safety and the safety
of others in this potentially volatile situation.

Ensure your own safety first
The EAP professional must place his/her own safety and
security first. Failure to do so makes all other clinical
techniques superfluous. By not protecting your own
safety and security, you place you and your co-workers
at risk. Here are some helpful guidelines:
• If you dori t feel safe or se-

cure inhandling asituation alone,
don't. Approach it as a team. In
the least, have someone in the
immediate area who is alert to the
situation and who can aid you in
the event of a crisis.
• If you discover that someone

is threatening violence against
another person in the workplace,
know your legal obligations and
limitations.
• If possible, be sure to have a

clear, easy exit route from your
office or from wherever you're
meeting with the employee.
• Be familiar with your organization's security pro-

cedures. Don't be verbally—or nonverbally—aggres-
sive or threaten, challenge, or provoke someone who
appears agitated and prone to possible explosive be-
havior.

• Chronic pain
• Violent fantasies
•Sleep disturbances
~ Poor verbal skills
• Rigid and inflexible thinking
• History of current life loss or severe stress
While no single factor may account for an indi-

vidual's violence or anger, each taken together may
contribute to an individual's loss of control. EAP pro-
fessionalsshould regard them as "red flags" indicating
the potentially violence-prone individual.

Have a set of clinical inquiries that can be useful in
the assessment process

During the assessment, consider the following:
• Is there a clear and clinically noteworthy history of

violent behavior?
e Is there a history of substance abuse, head trauma,

or severe psychiatric illness?
• Does the individual present with themes that are

paranoid, mistrustful, or "pay-
back" issues of revenge or pun-
ishment?

You might also ask the follow-
ing questions directly:
• "Why do you feel you were

asked to see me?"
• "Tell me about the last time

you got angry or upset. What
happened?"
• "What do people do to make

you annoyed orangry?"
• "Have you ever wanted to

hurt someone? What stopped
you?"
• "What happens when you

lose emotional control?"

The EAP professional
must place his/her own
safety and security first.
Failure to do so makes

all other clinical
teC~lTL1gUC'S

superfluous.

Recognize factors that may increase the risk for
violence
When developing a composite view of the possibly
violence-prone worker, look for the following:
• Extreme temperaments
• Low tolerance for frustration
• Impaired auditory skills
•Poor stress reduction resources

Have referral strategies ready for workers identified
as violence-prone and for other issues related to work-
place violence
When assessing violence in the workplace, it is im-

portant tohave several formal and informal consulting
resources available to you. Workplace violence pre-
vention represents a complex problem involving both
social, psychological, and legal components. The EAP
professional should always maintain a ready and avail-
able, upgraded network of resources in terms of both
client referral and professional support. Once the

continued on page 57
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North American Congres
Employee
Programs

r`.

Assistance

OPRYLAND HOTEL
Nashville, Tennessee
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Yesl is Valley Hope's answer to all of your substance abuse treatment
questions. Yes! to a continuum of care that includes residential, day treatment,
non-hospital detox, intensive outpatient, relapse prevention, continuing care
and assessment/evaluatron services. And Yes! to affordability and Yes! to

family participation and 12 Step orientation too.

■

TREATMENT WORKS.

There is one more important question you should ask concerning
substance abuse treatment. Valley Hope's answer is Yes!

TREATMENT WORKS. People can and people do recover from
their addiction to alcohol and other drugs. Lost work days become
productive work days. Families torn apart by the addiction begin
to love again. Yes! TREATMENT WORKS. Call today. We would

like to say Yes! to your treatment needs.

VALLEY HOPE
ASSOCIATION

Alcohol and Drug Addiction Treatment
Corporate Office

103 South Wabash P.O. Box 510
Norton, KS 67654

All Valley Hope facilities are JCAHO accredited and/or state licensed.
Treatment facilities in Arirona, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and
Oklahoma. Fly to Recovery service available across the United States.

ADMISSIONS 1-800-544-5101 INFORMATION i-800-654-046
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